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Herewith is submitted the: report on the Palaeozoic r.ocs 

,Dttawa area. The map and sections- are already in your hands. 

The Appendix is written to be complete in itself for 

;:.-.d necessarily contains repetition, thou.7.h in more simple fors. 	It,. 

=inclusion, I presume, will depend on the fate of the article pr gare 	: < 

r . Maddox's re:,ort on wells. This `one includes a much ;;idor 	̀,. . .,. e. 

chapter in the former article. If included, I suggest that the  

column sont with the maps be inserted in blacj and write. By  

thid4mczes and symbols of limestone, sandstone etc., it zhowz,  

rich m^re giuphlcally than a table,-the relative depths and 	of 

penetrated to water horizons from a given surface. 
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GF,C1IsanY OF TEE P,p.LAE04 QIC POCKS OT' T` 5 OTTAWA ARE.i  ) d 11T% s_ : o 	l 

CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

The area here discussed. eccuce 

ci t~~ofth~ r  ;c~~aa 2.aâ~dsrr~sr~Vig û  s~ t 
/ 4 	 1W2, Jos. 	k)-r,  

	

i44 
 

part of the boundary 
-/l 

the Ircr.rt- Canadian Shield r=ndl`ke Palaeozoic rocks -trs-- 
di:, i'~u' 	9uai' 

CD 5 rzt_. Z4.t. It is limited 	by latitudes145o151 and 

and se~d-nar_th by longitudes 75°301 and 76° and covers approximately 

ZOO square miles. L 

A map • two sect s accompany the report. A small part of the 

east from 	ineau rive and north from Ottawa r rhas been taken from the 

Buckir,nam sheet, 	sped by M.E.  Wilson. u e whole map is on the scale of 

l ile to an ch. The horizontal so- e of the sections is similarly 1 mile 

but their/vertical sc, 
	

is i mile to an inch to show more clearly 

the 	ructure of the some*,: flat lying thin formations.. 

deals w, 	 fiVaaa  
Th report us-  i-e—eettille4-to the Palaeozoic rock%. The map shows 

o'itcrops in the region and tif general outlines of most tif them. Some, too 

The PleistoceneAdeposits have been shown on the map in ornl- - ÿ  

where, lacking information from borings, their .dey , -.i a -: n 47 

make conjectural any interpretation of the underlying strata. The 

lowsmer, occurs everywhere, filling in the space between outcrops. Ln  

east part of he areas 
-1-t attai a • .pth of 204 fe s -.a-ehQwn by a well at 

Lamsayville It has not •-en mapped, oweve 	n this distr et, •-• use th 

si licity f the str cture, well re•ord , and a few outcrops show the yrec.ence 

of the Billi -_- and the Carlsbad \bene,a,th the surface. 

It has been the custom in the past to correlate the Palaeozoic 

rocks of Ontario and Quebec ar.1rt.3y wi h th se off, Yew York St arto  
(1a- mart (714.. Y1 GM1 Pis JvbS 	Vlew trvi1 	C ~. 

success3„on_.wafiret worked out in that s 	1. It is believed that in some 

`~ o-n ir. 

instances this has cloud. ed the true interpretation. There has been a great 

time terms and formation names. The first wo_':..ione 

fossils. The time divisions were differentiate. by :h- 

confusion in the use of 

was based entirely upon 



• r 

( 

its three st divisions 

120 to 150 feet 

ti h c4 

I 	i[c~• 	V a;,J.s approximately 250 to 260 feet S ove tr a bp 1,Y, 	'++~~VV
.p 

treated as one formation. The greatest litholonicc7. & 

	zcu ir" CheT: évrdence of eraer~
:.v+a.x. 

nc~:. 

Main 
The two 

ma 
above the base 	 ~.. — the 	erect palaeontolo ical 

//I4v 	'ic' ►~ 
palaeonto gical divis p c, the BlacY1-.i-.e. 

/ 
and the Tre ton with its ,fcur subis :-'_ oicns, 

r-r 
.Ftn thiy ia . ..~,•. ~ ; 	~~: 

t Qi 
..ange 

iv1c,G~LS 

~l t7 r/T d-ç 

i::É 
~r.+~.. ^ 

..~~ ,,,.;.,,.: _.. , r""- 

Smaller Erne 

fossil succession and development and the names applied to epochs 1-.5 4 divisions 

have imperceptibly become the names 	' 	 of the rocks bear in.: 

theO s s i 1 s ~,;, 	 e 	 ., T i .r~~-c.^ to , -- }z4--r ..t i t 

all, 	uhr, 4., .0 eelle.~ vnl. The word Beekmantown, for instance, sometimes 

si.nifies the age in which certain rocks were deposited or s-;rni7timei.  

indiscriminately two or three phases of rocks deposited at different t'_:"- :-s or 

T 	,.., , s. .tCn-r-~er.tr~Y-4~_ p4r • . , 
, ant. 	(~i~z: r>': '  

►.A~his rerJort di!`f~.~~~~tiaVC«3 the fo ~ ^tionsl-~~rif*~-r1?•~i ^ i

1 
- 	 ^ ^ 	 /11 	-; 

-t«~ litholcey since that is the usual geological procedure in mapping an E.:ea. 

7e-7 names have been given each formation to avoid any further confusion 
in 	4, s ins to 

time tcrmsy fo_ proeallye l f 	tic+z? 	rn,s Svc ?CV io=i;; 
time divisions 

, -4ri•s--a--•ea. The 

Afferent method is perhaps most clearly ehown in the treatment of th att a 

7:-irae-taxe. This thick formation is 'vite evidently the result of continuot.. 
A 

a 

erént aruc;~ïnts '5f âa7.1.1 ;~résënt 
	

4:'—'en the Zine 3 ton' ~ 

places within that neri ,od of time. 

J. 

G1'W- 
dep,oriti~pn. mJ•,~r  ' 	. ay 	~ 

fossil hÿcizor.s In oryr that the e por •. -en1G man ) 

reaii`y relat- • to previous rork and that e informa on given may be as 

;possible, the/~limits of these horizons are represented by broken 

lines 	thin the Ottawa f?r.rat;t,on. In tw 	 lin 
- 	 /Q ~o.cliW . 

/ 	 Se aeor6i q 
:J the boundary li:a e: „en 

formationildiffex5 slightly, from the former interpretation. T ;e - 
i.SfYa Y4hia 19 

3tz; _ n between she Yepean and March formations is,Jslightly higher c.". the 
10Med o 4-rte • 

division between the Potsdam and the Theresa. .:fie re:-erse is 

-.:ith the 	 division be~ween the Collingwood and Glouc, s tee::. 

true of the 1 	 bou dary betiweon 
	

Eastview and Billing: 

asez the 	 line 
)4 

arbitrarily . a=L , [t]~ --1.44 both these 
at1.Go 	 /` Pomma cG 	~,tiA rr 
definite, more practical and more easily recognized. o:s more 

~ 



Previous Work 

~ 

4 

Possi s are numero , particul = ly in the several•,.hoirions of the 

Ottawa limesto•o. Man' •f them have bee • already steel and described but the 

lists will 1.ter b -• revised and made mere co ete by adding such new forms 

have been 

The geology of the region was first mentioned by Sir Wm. Logan1 
Aver 

/

é passed across the area on a survey of the peer Ottawa. He recognized three 

types of rock in the Ottawa valley; the basal sandstones, thick beds of limestone 
Lam` 

and dark bituminous shales. Becave- the r'econnaisance nature of this- part of 

his work his accointa--are-nëcessarily limited to traverse 	thin a short distance 

of the river.---In__thie--partiCular portion of his exploration he • • _ not mention 

the sandstonersvhich_he had_already described from farther east. Re given mer e 

fully-the character and occurrence of the limestone and bituminous7shales . f. The 

succession is correlated in a general way with the rocks of New York State. 'Lfc--- 

mâp Wyss- 	 ompany • is part o • s survey.  . The ea was not describe: 

directly for a number of y=ors but was in uded several times in à  arger survey, 

though numerous parti gar references ere made to outcrops and structure which 

lid within the b.' daries given a••ve. 

A few years later Logana and his assistant Alexander Murree again passed 

across the area and referred to varions features in their reports. In 1558 and 

1859 in his descriptions of Canadian s) Billings¢ included a number 

of fossils from this region, the study of which further defined certain horizons 

within the succession named by Logan, but no further geological work was done. 

m~r 

of Canada //Report of 

been-a-further--refs n 

The area is again referred to by Sir Wm. Logan5 in the Geological Survey 

16j 	By this times lar ely• through illings work, t rre hed- 
l~. eS rNp pyy~ 	~  d 	aj 

ent--of-the-thrae 	types of-rook--into Potsdam, Chazy, Black 

River and Trenton, Utica and Hudson River and they were correlated directly with 

the New York succesaio 

The first map6 which included the area was issued in 186+ to accompany 

	

the 1863 report. Like_the whole rear t-.....the-map-- 	c ens included a much 

larger area...o.f .Easte :.Ontario,-.Western-Quebec Eiri3T$kmëdiithë aâjâcënt- States. 
1. Logan, Sit.-40. Geol. Surv. Canada, Rept. of Prog. for l8 45-1I6, pp .58-61 , l 816 . 
2. Logan, SirV%4 n 	" _n 	" 	n 	n 	n 1851-52,pp. 8, 1853. 
3,,-.irray, A., ip. loc. PP. 73-76 89, 90. . Billings, E., Geol. Surv. Canada,Decade III, 1858;--Necade IV, and Can. Nat. 

and Geol. IV, pp- 371-37s, 434-438, 4+6, 463, 1x59. 
5. Logan, Sir .Wm. t-w Geol .--Sure . Canada, Rept. of Progress from its Commencement 

to 1863, pp. 94,116 127,129, 165-168, 219, 1863. 
6. Logan, Sir Wm., Atlas accompanying Geol. Surv. Canada Rept. for 1863, 

~e e 	- 



Summary R 

and Ottawa area. In a number of succeeding Summary Reports reference is made to 

the carrying out of this work. Meanwhile R.W. Ells was working 	the Ottawa 
orrrk, 	0,6441.4.44 

region in particularas well-ae-t3 fficrg i si df thé Giiiii é—theet,to»the- east 
--------- 

whi àrin~lnded-rp'artr-of--the-eastora portioa--of-the--Ottawa area': ' Both-1:3.1s 13 

and 1912 Raymond6 rev 

,.Eastern Ontario w1'►hi-cnY include the Ottawa district. Raymondts conclusions based 

' lamely 9n the fossil content of the rocks, not-y differed in many respects 
0.€ d( 

from) 	his predecessors 	he g ectly tefined those of Logan's divisions which 

accompanied this maps: but it has comprehensive notes on the margin. 

From the time of Sir Wm. Logan's publication of11863 Report to this last 

publication in 1906,Logan's interpretation of the bedrock was followed, In 1911 
/n 
of es 

- 	

iled the stratigraphy of a large area 	tern Quebec and 

77 

From the years 1861 to 1865 Billings published further descriptions 

of fossils which included Ottawa-4e me . These _ 	'were combined with new 

material and republished in 1865.1,~~ 

For the thirty yo following Billi • .. ; last publication,-int rest in 

the geology of C= • - • = turned farther : 0 - d. It was not 	18952 that the 
fern` 

s show that work in the Ottawa area 	again included in the 

e of the Survey. In that yé̀  ar N. . Girouz began the survey of the Cornwall progr 

projects with- accompanying..maps ,were„Wpubli shed="in- the same Repo 	 - -s 

40 report on the Natural Resources of the Area included in the map of the City. 
of Ottawa and Vi inity” . /It is ,he  first

{ 
r a]. treatise one the /Ottawas 

area, 
!~  iv 	 G t4kYry oryh-0 	01. 	ri 1 G.e f- ~► Yki`11~) D` ~rl.t. CVI!fit.. /iv,rrJ 	c-~ _ 

arias of th. • 	 ed,.-aeasly bu 	a so u e y, co' respond to t :ose l~ T 

- -̀--or`the area in the presen 	seas ion. The scal,e,o 'the map is the same. The 

report is com 	dealing with the :face  geology bedrock, borings and 

iz 	s .3i • Ami n which all t 

re 

whic• ncluded - small part of the Ottawa area.  

l 	.tound are liste d. 

of the region to the west 

In 1906 was published the map 	the Cornwall and Ottawa district be;nn 
4 

--by N.J. Giroux and completed by Ella. It showed the formations and the faults of 

the Ottawa area in relation to those of the surrounding areas. No report 

he retained. 	 -n-sgreee-ywi-t 	odd -•revision. 
~1)50441,h/ 1f    

1.. Billings, E., Pal. Foss.,(I, 1865. 
2. Geol. Surv. Canada, Sums. Rept. for 1895. 
3. Ells, R.W., Geol. Surv. Canada, Ann. Rept. XII, pts. G 	- , 1901. 

ti 	- , 	. 	, . 	• 	 ......: - .,.., . 	.. . XIT-,--~pt: J-, --î9O1. 

6. 	Raymond, P.E.,.6éo/. Sur v.. Cat,adit, Swnns.Rep/ ,6r,/9/1p,b 35/-356 
1912; for 1912, pp. 342-34+7, 1913. 

4r F!/s, -R, W., Map- 5 he et No./2o (O/tawa and Cornwa // sheet), /906 



e ars,some differences 

palaeontological basis of differenti 	3r ,* ̂'ais. 

l In 1913 Raymond discussed more ompletely his interpre .ti._ :.. 

strati 	of the area. 

Since that date a few new fossils from the region have been described. 

by Wilson2 and in 1921 she3 published a comparative synopsis of some of the . 

faunas of this region and two other localities in the Ottawa valley. In 1932 she4 

published a further study of Raymond's interpretation of the Parli? of this area. 
ciegL

The Pleistocene• geology of the Ottawa district is 4ac d in this 

report only in a general way. In most of,,,,Loge s 
	

reports uito the year 

1863 he made very general reereâce to the surface deposit",.- n the Geology of 

Canada of 1863 his treatment of Pleistocene geology 
	the general-physiography 

is more specific in the larger area which incl éa the Ottawa district. The first 

study directly relating to the district was published in 1898 by Ells5 who discussed 

the sands and clays of the Ottawa basin. In the same year Wilson6 published some 

notes on the Pleistocene geology of the district. In 1901 Ells7 described soma 

ancient channels of the Ottawa river. Hie nnzli .ai rrn "Ma bAKa n .reC 	---of 

borings.  

The first systematic study of the Pleistocene of the more limited a:aa 

was carried on by Keele and Johnstong for-the--l-ata 	 -Co-ress 

e uraiene% In 1916 Johnston9 described the various oscillations of-the sea-level

„earJ Ottawa district during the latter part of the Pleistocene and in 1916
10 he 

published a complete study of the Pleistocene and recent deposits of the area. 

In 1922 Whittakerll made a comparison of the fossil and present inverte-

brate fauna of Mackay lake and in 1926 Kindle12 similarly studied the fossil and 

recent diatoms of the //present and late Lake Champlain stages of the same lake. 
!ir 	5 .. 	+3Ei7~.:G1 t.('i~

~ )/[_ 	IC 	c-74-1 	Cy.,. 	Cam. L. ~Cl~ 	i.. (.rl:.'4 .iii.'...( L.1 	', _. ..- 	. y 

GL 	O(.fï. 	̂” u-&.ti 0.44 	!i t.d /% r , a_(z, L:; .Z1.1 	( r"! , _ l _r .  

1. 'Raymond, P.E. XII Inter. Geol. Congr. "Guide Bk. 3, pp. 137-160, 1913. 
2. Wilson, A.E., Victoria Mem. Mus. Bü].1. 1, p. 81, 1913; 

Ottawa Nat. 29, p. 85, 1915. 
3. Wilson, A .E ., , Geôl . Surv. Canada, Bull. 33, pp. 19-57, 1921. 
1}. Wilson, A.E., Amer. Jour. Sci . 24, p. 135, 1932. 
5. Ells, R.W.. Geol. Soc. Amer. Bull. 9, pp. 211.222, 1898. 
6. Wilson, W.J.  Ottawa Nat. 11, No. 12, pp. 209-220, 1898. 
7. Ells, R.W. Ottawa Nat. 15, No. 1, pp. 17-30, 1901. 
8. Keels, J. and Johnston, W.A. XII Intern. Geol. Congr. Guide Bk. 3, 

pp..126-135, 1913. 
9. Johnston,, 'W.A., Geol. Surv. Canada, Mus. Bull. 24, 1916. 
10. Johnston, W.A., Geol. Surv. Canada, Mem. 101, 1916. 
11. Whittaker, E.J., Trans. Roy. Soc. Can. 16, sec. 4, pp. 141,156, 1922. 
12. Kindle,

_ EE 
.M. Can. Field :Nat. 4o, pp. 83-84, 1926. 

1 3 	a L6LS 	'/4.1 { 6-44' .' . 6[4,44-41-46 ) IgLd-r ï i J 	l7 ti y 
1 



The plain is tr 	 nee rivers and their tributaries: Ottawa river 

which forms a broad south 	 the northwest to the northeast corner of 

the sheet; Rideau river 	 tawa river from the south at the city of 

Ottawa: Gatineau river t aversing the :t= 1 section of the low plain lying to the 

north of the Ottawa and emptying into th Ottawa east of the mouth of the Rideau. 

ersed by t 

and loop fr 

ich enters 0 

to the Palaeozoic rock 

sedimentary__deposits.p 

The Gatineau aver drains the 

the portion of the p crossed it nowher penetrates below the surface material 
(: Q' -4 	 !"l -t 	 G d c 1 . _  

.Its-main-function function in-this-part--has---been to--- provide 

ecambrian Country to the north but in 

~ 

Chapter II 

Physiography 

The Ottawa dis 

physiogcaphic provinces, 

rict exhibits some of the topographic features of two 
r/- 'arc,

o
• . 

small part of the Laure • tan, 	Highlands t the north 

and a larger part of the S . Lawrence lowlands dr ned by the St. Lawrence and 

lower Ottawa rivers. 

Only a nahrow pall t of the southern 	gin of the Laurentian highlands 

comes within the district. This small area • esents the characteristic features 

of the whole Canadian Shiel 

general accordance of highs el 

in its surface. Elevations 

relief irregularities with tie 

graphical development imposed 

The lowlands of the 

basin, lying between the Adiro 

axis on the west, and underlain 

discussed range from 150 feet t 

having a com natively low altitude, a truncated 

evations, _a considerable detailed irregularities 

ary from 3 to 1100 feet above sea-level. Such 

imperfec drainage indicated a more recent physio-

upon an lder upland. 

istri• are a part of a long established sedimentary 

untains, the Canadian Shield, and the Frontenec 

alaeozoic rocks. Elevations within the area 

feet above sea level, the maximum height 

ces. On the west side of the sheet the compara- 

a 

being reached in only a few =inst 

-tively uniform surface is eligh l• broken by the presence of the southernmost tip 

of a low spur of Precambrian rick described later. 

The Precambrian hi land are characteristically wooded and contain 

numerous small lakes. The f w smal farms that exist are in fertile hollows 

between the hills. The Pal :, =ozoic 'elands are farmlands, except for a few 

sterile sand covered areas 
,. 	rl 

In only twolplaces in its course t• •ugh the southern portion of the 

area does the Rideau :river cut through the surface materials disclosing, but not 

at all penetrating, the underlying Oxford format on. Where it reaches the 

4 



sttorted region of Hogsback, however, it encounters -more resistant material 
f, 

and from there toy its mouth it forms a series of falls and rapids. 

The com`arative youth of the Ottawa river is well illustrated in the 
/ 

short length of i which traverses the area. In the northwest part of the 
/ 

district it flows etween the rocky banks of a low plateau-like region preserved 
if 

by a capping of Ot wa limestone. A difference ij~direction of dip of the lime- 
/ 

stone on either side of the river suggests thatlit follows a trough formed by a 

contortion in the ro 	 h or a small fault. So ~ of rtthis plateau-like region, on 

the a outh -and• west sie of the river the remt;val of the Ottawa limestone from the 

surface has exposed t weaker Bockcliffe `hales and sandstones, and the river 

has widened its bed forthiag Lake Desche 9S. Wearer the city it is again narrowed, 

traversing a complicatedaulted zone of Ottawa limestone over which it flows in 

a series of rapids culmi 
s
ting in the/Chaudiere Palls. Emerging from the confining 

/ 
banks of Ottawa limestone kt again broadens, flowing less swiftly and depositing 

,f 
the debris scoured from abdQe the ty. 

In March and Torbolton/ownships a low depression separates that part 

of the limestone-capped plates *n the west side of the Ottawa river from the 

higher land to the south, adj

:lb 

nt to the low Precambrian spur, which enters the 

area from the west. This dep sion is occupied by Constance Bay, Constance creell, 

Constance lake, Mud lake, Sh ler creek and Shirley bay, 

and the rock scarps on either si of the depression indicates that it probably 

water level of Ottawa slier would 

March and Torbolton tow4ships. At tie same time it would fill another depression 

south of Lake Deschenes now drained ly Watts, Still and Waters creeks. 
Î 

Fast of the ?city of Ottawa 	the south shore, the Ottawa limestone 

stands out in isolate, bluffs having a•common base exposed at about 225 feet above 
f 

2. 	sea-level, though al rise considerably above that height. This is approximately 
4 ,2., 

!...,c; 
.

/the elevation of water level above the T. Above the city, however, as explained 

previously, with the exception of the widening at Lake Deschenes, the river flows 

between higher banks capped by Ottawa limestone. Below the city, at the elevation 

of these 	r limes one_Meappsd banks, are terraces of clay and sand, which lie 

against the Precambrian on the north side ofithe river and on the south side 

link together the-higher-elevations-of the br ken sections of the Palaeozoic 

scarp. 

A study of the contours 

formed an ancient channel A risè of less than 25 feet in the present average 

male an island of Cone PI , VII and VIII, 

l 



At the junction of the Gatineau and the Ottawa and west of it is a 

series of islands upon one of which the city of Hull is built. Although partly 

covered with fluvial material the origin of these islands is not due to river 

deposits but to- 'à- complicate& block faulting which interrupts the--course of the 
A 

river. Below the mouth 1of Gatineau and Rideau rivers the combined sediments of 

the three rivers. form several true fluvial islands and presga'iles. 

The-break` between the Laurentian highlands and the-plain region varies. 
x 

On the eastern half of ti►e northern( boundary the Precambrian bas a gentle 
y 

•monoclinal slope upon which the Palaeozoic rocks overlap. On part of the western 
} 

crosses into the Precambrian itself, and between the 

rivefi/lies a low-wedge of Precambrian which appears 

f̀ zoic rocks underlying the plain by another less 

0_ \, 	 ,i 
The features of the -pain record a sequence of Precambrian events 

followed by a very long period o erosion, ,Palaeozotc,deposition later subjected 
i 

to faulting, a second long period f erosion, glaciation, a last invasion and 

withdrawal of the sea, and K subse nt erosion to the present time. The 

deposition of the Pala o#oic rocks 
	

their structural features are considered 

in the following chapte 
	

There is kio direct evidence as--to - submergence during 
~ytt 	f 

later Palaeozoic 	ary times. 2 e probabilities are, that if the region 

was not terrestrial 
	

subjected to e sion during the whole interval, at least 

f' 
there were long periods of emergence. 

The topography developed during these long periods of deposition and 

erosion has been greaily altered by the subsequent Pleistocene invasions, 

glacial and marine. tThe details of these iii!astons and the movements producing 

them have been discussed by Keels and Johnsto, by Johnston2 and Wilson3. 

ar 
Besides the presence of striation and the widespread depositing of erratics and 

boulder`-till-s, glaciation has influenced topography in such features as widely 

distributed morainic hills often with peat bogs a their base; in moraine-blocked 

2. 
3- 

„). 
Keele,9J.. aad Johnston, W.A., Geological Suiyey Canada 

S Congr. XII, Guide Book 3, p. 124, 1913. 
Johnston, W.A. Geol. Surv. Can. Mus. Bull. 2 , 1916. 
Wilson, M.$., Geol. Surv. Canada, Mem. 136, p. 8-17, 

Intern. Geol. 

60-62, 1924. 

r. 

half of the northern bounuary the, plain is abruptly interrupted by the Eardley 

fault; scarp, on the northe n si e of which the Precambrian rises in places to an 

elevation of 1100 feet. Yther to the northwest) at the margin of the area 

discussed, the Eardley faul 

uplands north of it and Otta 

to be separated from the Pal 

conspicuous fault. 
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'"ainage, of which the altered outlet of Meech lake is an example; in i s=w* ~e 

streams; and in potholes on 	flalirock surfaces, such as that revealed v• 

Lewieux island when the surficial covering was remov during the construction 

of the city filtration plant. 

The subsequent marine in + asion still  irther altered the topography 

f 
~ , 

established by glaciation. The de ession of he earth's crust, slow to rebound 

after relief from the great weight of the ip.cap, admitted the sea for the last 

time. The-sediments--of-this-Chmmp1a%n-invaBion--have--been-discussed-by-Johnston. 

ti 	4 

Opinions differ as to the depth of suer enoe of this restricted and comparatively 

recent inundation. Marine shells havi ben found.)beyond the area discussed in the 

Gatineau valley at an elevation of '25Vfeet and at 475 feet at Galetta, higher up 

the Ottawa valley. According to Joh nd onl traces of marine beaches are found on 

King's Mountain at an elevation of 6 0 eet. Above that the evidence is somewhat 

doubtful, though 1000 feet has been/con idered the minimum limit by 
 

several 

authorities. This invasion mOdifÇÇd the; moraines and deposited clays and sands 

upon large areas of glacial debrti. Exce t for the Precambrian on the north, 

the highest elevations in the a;ea studio 4 are formed by residual hills of this 

sand. They also form the terraced banks o ,the river, east of the city. 

~ 

1. Johnston, W.A.. Geot. Surv. C 
4 

~ 

em. 101, p. 17, 1917. 
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Chapter' III 

STRATI GRAPHY 

Besides. 
/
the unconsolidated deposits of 	 the rocks of the 

Ottawa area a-oompossd...of-the sedimentary-bedrock of Palaeozoic age and the 

Precambrian complex. The..Pleistocene-mantle-of-marine-sand-and-clay, glacial 

boulder-till-and-varve cliyé has at one time covered the _whole of the. lower- -plain, 

the-Palaeozoic and.-Precambrian alike. The occurrence of the Precambrian igneous, 

and sedimentary rocks is described but the complex has not been differentiated here. 

The following discussion is confined to the Palaeozoic rocks, Ordovician in age 

with possibly a late Cambrian sandstone at the base. The Palaeozoic outcrops are 

exposed only where the overmantle has been eroded or along the edges of hills which 

have been escarpments or promontories during the last invasion by the C ^-plain sea. 

The area is ro»PWty divided by its major faults into four-provinces to 

which references will be made in discussing the distribution of various formations; 

north of the echellon Rockcliffe fault along both sides of the Ottawa river; the 

down-dropped block lying between the diverging Rockcliffe and Gloucester faults; 

,north of the Hazeldean fault, on the north and south side of the Ottawa river; and 

/.; 
,south of the Eazeldean fault in the southwest section of the map..--~~ 

• 

Figure 1. Table of Formations. 

Precambrian 

The Precambrian complex of granites, gneisses and metamorphosed 

sedimentary rocks everywhere underlies the younger deposits. It outcrops in two 

comparatively large sections of the region. A part of the southern margin of the 

Canadian Shield lies across the western half of the northern boundary of the area. 

From this mass a long spur projects southeast into the field of the sedimentary 

deposits. It is abruptly cat off on its southwest edge by the Eardley fault, which 

brings it against the Ottawa limestone. Its northeast boundary is covered by a 

heavy mantle of Pleistocene concealing the northern extremity of the Gloucester 

fault. The second group of outcrops forms the tip of a long low ridge which extents 

southeast from between Arnprior and Fitzroy, enters the Ottawa map area east of 

Carp, traverses a section of ?larch township, then passes under the younger rocks, in 
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Nepean tDwnship. Along its south west margin it is cut off by the Hazeldean 
-the 

fault which àlso brings the Precambrian against the Ottawa limestone. On it-s 
of the area 

northeast margin the Precambrian exposures pass with a gentle slope under the 

5  

Cambrian or Ordor/c~ar, .for afiox~ 

Nepean  
b..r 

Definition - The name "Nepean" iŝ given to the sandstone which 

immediately overlies the Precambrian, in the Ottawa region. It includes those beds 

which the earlier Canadian geologists called Potsdam, with the basal sandstone 

layers of Logan's "Transition" beds which latter Raymond correlated with the 

Theresa of New York. 

The Nepean is so named because the largest quarries in it are in Nepean 

township, Carleton county, Ontario. 

Litholo gy and contact - The Nepean sandstone is light buff, weathers grey, 

and is mottled with irregular rust spots. It is made up of coarse silica sand. 

Scattered throughout are occasional beds, almost conglomeratic in texture, contain-

ing small quartz pebbles. In places the sand is cemented with secondary silica 

forming quartzitic layers very hard to work. A polished cross section from 

Campbell's quarry, Nepean township, shows narrow varves one quarter to a half inch 

in thickness of pure quartzite interbedded with material less closely cemented. 

In other places a discolouring iron oxide cement disintegrates after long contin..:-

ous exposure, leaving loose sand at the surface. The individual beds throughout 
and 

range in thickness from an inch to a half to several feet. Thesis basal layers, 

exposed at one locality only, are from one to two feet in thickness, very closely 

cemented, almost quartzitic in their denseness, and riddled in places with the 

peculiar perforations generally called Scolithus canadensis. 

Hardingl in a study of the Potsdam concludes that the sandstone is 

derived from the gneisses of the Grenville series, which were themselves meta-

morphosed sediments. He finds that the sandstone does not contain all the 

residual heavy minerals of the source material but that all minerals that it does 
a 

contain are to be found in the gneisses; that is, that during the second cycle 

of erosion certain of the minerals were lost. The pebbles and most of the larger 

grains of silica throughout the sandstone are rounded, but a considerable pro-

portion of the average sized and smaller grains are angular. Some grains are 

frosted and many of them show pitted surfaces. Ear ding considers that the frosting 

and the presence of ferric o*ide suggest intervals of arid and probably desist  
/. Hardin9, W.7D., A mer. Min. /6, pp• 4-30- • 43 , /93/. 

younger rocks. 
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conditions with stretches of windswept coast land. The-frequent occurrence 

and the extant of the ripple-marked surfaces and the pronounced cross-beddin 

found throughout the sandstone might have been formed under such conditions, or 
th f /niy/i/ have 6eel7 farmeâ~ 	or 	 el 

^ in very shallow water, 'some of the-sand. -however), might be stream-depositA from 

the higher shore lands. 

The contact of the Nepean with the Precambrian represents a very long 

period of erosion. The Nepean sandstone overlies the very irregularly eroded 

surface of the Precambrian. In places it appears to conform to the underlying 

undulations, but generally it fills up the valleys between the Precambrian knobs 

and ridges. If the Nepean sandstone is Upper Cambrian in age, the erosional 
Ÿ-6 Ll 

contact corresponds to a lapse of time which inclndesnthe-whole erosional period 

preceding the Cambrian added to the time required to develops the thousands of 

feet of sediments deposited elsewhere on the continent during Lower, Middle and 

part of Upper Cambrian time. If, as is possible, the Nepean is Ordovician in 

age, the duration of the period would be considerably increased. The contact 

probably represents one of the major erosional periods in the earth's history. 

Thickness .. Since the Nepean was laid upon a very irregular surface it 

is necessarily variable in thickness. A well at the corner of Somerset and Bay 
r .i. 

streets shows a thickness of 280 feet while one at the Bockcliffe Aerodrome has 

only 33 feet of the sandstone. In ltit 3, Con. II, March township the Nepean lies 

up against the Precambrian. At its margin it appears to conform to the slope of the 

formation beneath and may have extended over it, having been bevelled off by 

erosion. The exposure near the Precambrian is only a few inches in thickness 

increasing to several feet and becoming more nearly horizontal within twenty to 

thirty yards. 

Distribution - The Nepean sandstone was originally deposited over the 

Precambrian all across the plain-like portion of the Ottawa region. It is note 

known whether it ever extended over the Precambrian highlands on the north margin 

of the district. 

In the area north of the Rockcliffe fault and north of the Ottawa river 

there are several outcrops in Templeton township in the part of the map taken 

from the Buckingham sheet.1 The Nepean sandstone here lies in its normal position 

skirting the Pre-cambrian outcrops to the north, beyond the margin of the map area. 

I. Wilson, M.E. Geological Survey of Canada Pub. 1691, 1915. 

,:.<. , 



It is nowhere exposed in the down—dropped block lying between the 

Rockcliffe and Gloucester faults. 
ou.tcro 

In the area north of the Hazeldean fault it does not ee=eui north 

Ottawa river, but on the south side in March and Nepean townships it has 

evidently been eroded from the denuded Precambrian ridge, for it lies in its 

normal position against the Precambrian exposure. Like the Precambrian it i£ 

cut off on the southwest margin by the Hazeldean fault. Warping of the rocks en 

the upthrow side again brings the Nepean sandstone to the surface along the 

Hazeldean fault in an area which crosses the Richmond road south of Bells ::crners. 

In Gloucester township south and east of Leitrim it is again brought to the 

surface against the Carlsbad shale by the warping of the rocks on the upthrow side, 

in this Case due to the Gloucester fault. 

It does not occur in the section south of the Hazeldean fault. 

Correlation — It has been the custom to correlate the basal sandstone in Ontario 

and Quebec with the Potsdam of New York. It is in the same relative position 

above the Precambrian, and has the same characteristics. On the evidence of a 

few fossils including a small Lingnla the Potsdam has been considered as Upper 

Cambrian formation. The genus Lingula is very generalized and has st..ch a long 

range that it is not a very secure basis for correlation. In Ontario this 

Linppula occurs within the base of the Transition beds. In the area lying within 

the Ottawa map sheet some of the problematic concretionary forms peculiar to 

these beds have been found but no fossils. It is felt that there is some doubt 

as to the exact age of the Nepean sandstone. For further discussion see under 

the Correlation of the March. 

Beekmentown-Formations 

,~- 
March 7.5 r ,~  

Definition — The term "March" is here applied to part of Logan's 

"Transition " beds. The formation begins with the lowest dolomitic layer. All 

sandstone below this bed is included in the Nepean sandstone. The March is 

transitional from the Nepean to the Oxford, and might be classed as basal Oxford. 

It is here treated as a separate formation for two reasons. It persists as a unit 

throughout the area mapped, east of it for a considerable distance and west to 

the Frontenac axis, and also in its porous layers drillers consistently find a 

water supply. The name is taken from March township where the formation is well 

exposed. 



Litholor and contacts - The March formation consists of thick beds of medium 

grey, brown•.weathering sandstone with a calcareous cement)alternating with 

equally thick beds of blue-grey candy dolomite weathering a dirty brown, the 
r 

sandstone being much more dominant at-the-bottom of the formation, the dolomite 
1nr. ri.`. 
-at-the.  top. Many of the sandstone layers are loosely cemented and readily 

disintegrate. Harding found that the residual minerals in the Potsdam Land. 

stone are: quartz,:sircon, magnetite, titanite, tourmaline, apatite, rutile, and 

garnet. He also notes some calcite and pyrite. Fraser in an analysis of six 
found 

samples of sandstone taken within & limited area, firms: quartz, zircon, tourmaline 

anatase, and in one specimen some grains of rutile. Presorts sample No. 2 is from 

a sandstone bed at the base of the March, sample 6 is from Nepean sandstone. 

Samples 1,3,4 and 5 are probably at the very top of the Nepean or at the base of 

the Marche  .'.The fewer number of minerals in Fraserts list seems to indicate a 
the Mips 

further sorting since his specimens, No. 6 excepted, were high in sea' -tone, and 

in some cases from the sandstone layers of the March. 

Since in the Ontario sequence there is no evidence of an erosional 

interval between the Nepean sandstone and the March interbedded dolomite and 

sandstone)all_the-sands-tone--has-been -included--in--the--Nepean-mad. the contact 

between the March and the Nepean placed at the base of the first appearance of 

the dolomite. The contact of this lowest dolomitic bed of the March with the 

top of the Nepean is often very difficult to find because of the lack of good 

vertical exposures. The interbedded sandstone layers of the March often cover 

considerable areas and cannot always be distinguished from the Nepean. It is 

quite possible that the two may be interchanged in some localities in the 

accompanying map. 

Thickness .. There is no satisfactory vertical exposure of the March. The most 

complete one found shows 23 feet of it, having the lower layers covered. From 

this, and from the study of the well-+borings it is estimated that it is from 

25 to 35 feet thick. 

Distribution - The March overlies the Nepean everywhere across the region. It 

has been found for a considerable distance to the east of the area and to the 

west it extends almost to the Frontenac axis. M.E. WWilson; records its occurrence 

1. Harding, W.D., Amer. Min. 16, p. 431, 1931. 
2. Fraser F.J. Geol. Surv. Canada, Summ. Rapt. 1930,  pt. D., pp. 5g-60,1931. 
3. Wilson, M.E., Geol. Surv. Canada, Mem. 136, p. 44, 1924. 



• 
.n two localities in the Arnprior-Caiyon area. The exposures in the Ottawa region . 

occur in patches or as narrow bands along the margin of the Nepean outcrops. 

.-North--of--the--Bockcliffe-fteo .lt-and north of 7the_ Ottawa river, east of • 

Gatineau river)the March occurs in a narrow band lying above the Nepean at every 

exposure of the-underlying sandstone. 

The formation does not outcrop on the down-dropped block between the 

echellon Bockcliffe fault and the Gloucester fault. 

North of the Hazeldean fault in March township to the northwest of 

themn.covered Precambrian area, the March exposures are patchy; the Nepean and 

March were laid down upon the undulating Precambrian surface. -When-the covering 

beds--veers-eroded-the younger beds in places-were exposed above the Nepean sand-

stone which was brought up by Warping in the southeast part of the Hazeldean fault. 
'i 

ti t a: .e 7t.  

I-t outcrops farther to the east along the same fault in 0oncessions I and II, the 

Gore, Nepean township. It comes to the surface above the Nepean on the upthrow 

aide of the Gloucester fault in the east and south sOction f the map: 

The formation does not come to the surface south of the Hazeidean fault. 

Correlation - Because of the presence of a few Ophileta, Baphistomina and other 

forms, the March formation is considered to be of Ordovician age. 

The lack of feldspar and other soluble material within the Nepean sand-

stone indicates a very long period of subjection to solution and other selective 

processes, before the deposition of the first layer of March dolomite. There are 

at least three possible interpretations of the sequence of deposition of the 

Nepean sandstone and March dolomite and sandstone. 

First, the two formations may have been deposited by two distinct marine 

invasions. The contact of the Nepean with the March formation does not exactly 

coincide with the contact between the Potsdam and Theresa of New York. Baynondts 

interpretation that the Theresa is reworked Potsdam, while not stating it assumes 

an erosional interval after the deposition of the Potsdam and before that of the 

Theresa sea. The incoming sea would rework the upper sand of the Potsdam and 

redeposit it. The upper layers of sandstone, then, would be the deposition of the 

later invasion. Evidences of such erosion might well be very obscure. It is 

practically impossible to find the exact line between sand laid upon sand. The 

existence or non-existence of an unconformity between the Potsdam and the Theresa 

in New York has been discussed by Cushing 1  and others. The New York Geological 

1. Cushing, H.P. New York State Mus. Bull. 140, p. 131, 1910 
Bull. 145, p. 65, 1910; bull. 169, p. 32, 1911. 
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Survey considers both Potsdam and Theresa as divisions of Upper Cambrian time. 

In Ontario all evidence corroborates Raymond's interpretation that at least 

the upper beds are of Ordovician age. But the assumption of an erosional 

contact is not the only interpreataion possible. 

Second, A long period of purely terrestrial deposition may have been followed 

by a single marine invasion. Such an erosional period would be the continuation 

of that which eroded the hills and valleys of the Precambrian floor. It would 
of the erasiona/_int-erva/ following the CariAriat' iihvasian and the duration 

include all the-timeAof Cambrian. deposition as well-as the erosional period, 

recorded--elsewhere, which preceded that-deposition-and f ollowed.the Precambrian. 

During all that time a process of selection and irregular deposition would be 

carried on by wind and river action. Ripple-marks, cross-bedding and the 

presence of grains with pitted surface certainly lend weight to such an inter-

pretation. Over these terrestrial deposits the marine invasion depositing the 

March dolomites would transgress. 

Third, The most probable interpretation would seem to be the existence 

of a long period of fluctuating near-shore, conditions, following the erosion 

period subsequent to the forming of the Precambrian, and possibly subsequent 
would be auyrnerfed 6y sand derived from river and w%iad at1'on, 

to the withdrawal of the Cambrian sea. The sand worn off by wave a.ation.. 

subjected to continuous selective and solution processes and elimination of 

non-silica particles. After a long period of such varied and fluctuating 

conditions the March may have been deposited without an erosional interval, in 

a slowly changing environment. The gradualness of the transition from pure 

'sandstone to sandstone with calcareous cement to sandy dolomite and then to 

dolomite might be due to a change in the source material and consequent mineral 

content of the sea, each precipitation covering more and more of the free basal 

sand. Or, the change might have been due to a slow subsidence of the basin of 

deposition. Neither fossil content, nor a recognizable erosional contact, nor 

a difference in heavy mineral residuals is contrary to a gradual change. As 

mentioned above in the Ottawa area definite evidence of the age of the lower 

sandstones is lacking. The Nepean as well as the March might have been 

deposited during early Ordovician time. 

Oxford 4(n,,,--4- c;, 

Definition - The name "Oxford" isapplied to the thick-bedded dolomitic formation 

which succeeds the March. "Oxford" is taken from Oxford township, Grenville 

county, Ontario, where the formation has yielded a considerable number of fostils: 
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1,ithology and Contact - The Oxford formation is composed of blue-grey, rusty-

weathering limestones,. magnesian limestones and dolomites, using the divisions 

as defined by Goudge1. The individual beds separated in places by shaly 

partings, vary from 2 inches to 2 feet in thickness. For the greater part of 

the formation the beds are fine-,grained, often dense magnesian limestones and 

dolomites. Throughout the beds, cavities â to 2 inches in diameter, are to be 

found containing large pink or white calcite crystals. Near the top there is 

considerable argillaceous material which often seems to be assembled in flats 

imperfectly concentric masses, 1 to 18 inches in diameter, oneside of which in 

places breaks away from the matrix leaving a shallow basin-like depression. The 

more shaly layers are very dark grey, weathering rusty. 

Most of the magnesian carbonate was probably deposited with the calcium 

carbonate'in a slowly subsiding but continuously shallow basin. Some of it 

however, must have been due to replacement. In a well at the corner of Somerset 

and Bay streets, Ottawa, the Oxford is represented by dolomitic beds while in a 
hear 

well as eisee as the Y .M.0 .A. Ottawa it is composed of a comparatively pure 

limestone. 

The contact of the Oxford with the March below it is arbitrarily 

placed at the top of the sandstones and very sandy dolomitic layers. No exposure 

of the contact has been seen on the Ottawa sheet, though outcrops along the 

Eazeldean highway are very close to it. 

Thickness - The average thickness of the Oxford is approximately 230 feet. It 

thickens towards the east. At the Rockcliffe aerodrome it measures more than 

250 feet in thickness. At Carlsbad Springs just east of the area mapped it ham 

a thickness of approximately 325 feet. To the west of the city where the form-

ation is exposed in Nepean and Gouldbourn townships, many feet of the upper part 

have been eroded. 

Distribution - As the Oxford is resistant,it has a wide occurrence in certain 

parts of the region. In the area north of the e chellon Rockcliffe fault it out-

crops above the Nepean and March exposures north of Ottawa river and east of 

Gatineau river, on the section of the map taken from the Buckingham sheet. 

The Oxford formation is not exposed within the area of the down-dropped 

block between the Rockcliffe and Gloucester faults. 

I. Goudgs, M.P. Limestones of Canada III, p. 1, 1935. 
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In the area north of the Hazeldean fault it is exposed in two reyee s, 

Owing to a hidden fault or a slight torsion in the northwest part of the area, 

approximately along the line of the Ottawa river, the rocks underlying So'_.tle 

Hull township have a slightly different direction of dip from those undo lT g 

the peninsulaelike area lying between Constance lake and creek and Ottawa river. 

This dip brings the Oxford formation to the surface on the north bank .of  Ottawa 

river about one and a half miles northwest of Aylmer. The dolomite ledge follows 

the shoreline for about two miles, passes under the water and at low cater 

re-appears for a short distance about one and a half miles south of Breckenridge. 

In this sàme province the formation has a wide extent south of the river. 

few isolated exposures occur near the Precambrian where the Oxford with the 

March and Nepean have been preserved in valleys of the uneven Precambrian surface. 

It surrounds the Precambrian. Nepean and March outcrops in March township in a 

broad hand from 3  to 2 miles north from the igneous outcrops extending from 

northwest of Constance lake, through Shirley bay, along the south side of the 

river to Graham bay where its northeastern edge passes under the succeeding 
Cont7.0u es, 

formation. To the southeast, however., it,followijthe curve of the Precambrian 

in a narrow band,but does not quite reach;  the Hazeldean fault. Warping, that 

brings the underlying formations to the surface along the southeast section of 

this fault, throws the Oxford fafther north again to Concessions I_II and IV 

Nepean townships. East of this the bedrock is covered by a heavy mtr_tle of 

Pleistocene clay and sand, but isolated outcrops show that the Oxford extends 

all across the south and eastern section of the area mapped to Leitrim where it 

is again cut off, this time by the Gloucester fault. In encloses the March 

exposures along the south side of the Gloucester fault to the eastern limit 

of the area mapped. It extends beyond the south margin of the area as far west 

as a couple of miles from Fallowfield. The Hazeldean fault% appears to peter 

out within this broad expanse of the Oxford. No trace of it was found in the 

numerous exposures near the eastern margin of the sheet. That provinces  there-

fore, south of the fault has been included here. The relation of the Oxford 

to the Ottawa limestone 1 to 2 miles east of Fallowfield is obscured by the 

overmantle. 

Correlation - The fossils of the Oxford formation are neither varied nor 

nurnefous but the presence of several species of Raphostomina and Onhileta 

indicate its Beekmantown age. Its relative position between the basal sandstones 

and sandy dolomites below it and the shales and sandstones of Chazy age above 



it is similar to that of the Beauharnois of Quebec, but there is not at present 

sufficient information to correlate the two directly. More detailed work in - 

the region between Ottawa and Montreal may show that they are the same, in 

which case the name Beauharnois will have precedence since it defines a 

lithological unit rather than a period. 

In New York State the name Ogdensburg has been applied to the rocks 

of Beekmantown age which border the St. Lawrence from above Ogdensburg down 

to Morristown. 
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eettleaai. More detailed palaeontological work is needed on the rocks between 
before the re/atiâashp of these two Phases of the Bee,Emantown can e 6674'241/Shed.

Ottawa sheet and St. Lawrence river. The work of Dr. M.E. Wilson' on the 

Westport and Perth sheets shows the existence of the Oxford in those regions. 

The rocks of Beekmantown age in the Champlain valley have an 

approximate thickness of 2000 feet. Around Ottawa the average thickness of 

250 to 255 feet for the total Beekmantown is very similar to that of the 

Beekmantown rocks west of the Adirondack Mountains in New York State. Cushing3  

considers that the rocks west of the Adirondack mountains have been deposited 
but Wayrnon d 4  Considered that the fossils of .the Ontario ..Beekman tow/7 

in a late Beekmantown sea_.,  
are /rod/cat1re of ear/y.23eekmantown age. 

While the U3 er rocks of Beekmantown age wore being deposited in the Champsa:n 
pper 

valley the Ottawa region was  

elevated undergoing erosion. 

I

Ge 
CRAZY IORMATIONS- 

Rockcliffe , 

Definition . The term "Aylmer" was introduced by Raymond for the rocks cf 

'Upper Chazy age in the Ottawa district. There are two members included under 

this term,.• a comparatively thick formation of shale and sandstone and a lime. 

stone member represented by a very thin formation, on the Ottawa sheet, but, 

becoming mach • thicker to the east. The term "Bockcliffe" is here applied to 

the lower sandstone and shale aeember which is well exposed at 3ockcliffe Park 

east of Ottawa, Ont. 

L. Cushing, H.P. New York State Mus. Bull. 191, p. 3g, 1916. 
2. Personal communication, 

Cushing, H.P. New York State Mus. Bull. 191, p. 51, 1916: 
Raymond, P.E., Geol. Surv. Canada, Summ. Rept. 1911, p. 352, 1912. 
Raymond, p? L . o Cif, p. 353 

z: 
5. 
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for the most part.  

L5.thologv and contact - The Rockcliffe„ is composed la-reel-7 of grey green shales. 

Within the shales are lenses of very fine.-grained grey sandstone. The lenses 

vary from the fraction of an inch to fifteen feet or more in thickness, and hire 

an even greater variation laterally. In some places where the sandstone liee 
the 

directly upon the Oxford aad lowest layer, one to one and a half feet thick)  is 

a fine conglomerate of small pebbles of quarts, dolomite and shale. The dolomite 

is probably derived from the Oxford below. The shale is from the formation itself, 

carried from elsewhere. Higher up Ottawa river the grey-green beds of both shale 

and sandstone. have become oxidized to a dark red. The relatively limited amount 

of sandstone probably indicates that the Rockcliffe did not overlap the margin of 

the underlying Oxford. 

In many places, particularly at the contact of the upper surface of the 

sandstone lenses with the shale matrix there are numerous fucoid.-•like etraetuees, 

often with large bulbous swellings two to three inches across and in some instances: 

restricted along the longitudinal median line. These peculiar forma have generally 

been considered organic. If so, all structure is lacking. A section across a 

specimen 4 inches long showed the same sandstone filled the interior eel. compose; the 

bed in which it lay. Ripple marks are present but are not quite so common ac L n 

the Nepean, nor do they cover so large an extent. On the whole, also ;,hey 

finer. 

The contact between the Rockcliffe and Oxford is abrupt. It c_ .,:.rly 

exposed in a quarry at the foot of the Skead road east of the Aerodrome read. 

Farther east south from Rockland there is a considerable exposure of the fine 

conglomerate at the base of the Rockcliffe. The erosional period represented ' y 

the contact is one of the major periods in the area. It involved not only the 

period during which there was a complete withdrawal of the sea from the continent 

but in addition the time necessary to deposit nearly 900 feet of limestone in the 

Champlain valley before the invasion reached the Ottawa area. 

Thic3mecs - The Rockcliffe has an average-thickness of about 140 to 160 feet in 

the Ottawa region. Farther down Ottawa river it seems to be less conspictotis, 

being partly replaced by the succeeding formation. 

Distribution - The Rockcliffe everywhere overlies the Oxford on the Ottawa.sheete 

The Ottawa river has cut through the superimposed formations exposing-it in a 

number of places in its course across the area. 

The western edge of the long narrow scarp of the Rockcliffe for atiee„ 

n 
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north of the Rockcliffe fault, begins at the fault at the hill east of the ski.. 

jump. At the Aerodrome it recedes from the shore line roughly paralleling the 

?Montreal highway, the farthest east exposure being on the highway about one and 

a half miles east of Green creek, where it passes under cover. Accross section 

from the Ottawa limestone on the downtbrow side of the fault north of Orleans to 

exposures of Nepean shown on the Buckingham sheet indicate that the Rockcliffe is 

probably repeated under the covering mantle, on the north side of the river, in 

the low lying region around McLaurins lake, and on the south side along the shore 

and under O'Connor and the adjacent islands on the west edge of Russell county. 

The formation does not come to the surface within the down—dropped block 

lying between the Rockcliffe and Gloucester faults. North of Hazeldean fault, west 

   

and north of the city, exposures lie on both sides of the tiver from the Champlain 

bridge to Graham bay. From here up the river they are confined to the north 

side where they rise from water level at Deschenes to a cliff extending from 

Aylmer to Breckenridge, at which point all trace of the formation disappears. South 

of the river older beds are exposed on the upthrow side of the Hazeldean fault. 

The Rockcliffe is exposed only at the higher elevations. The rocks forming the 

base of the peninsula of Con- V, VI and VII, Torbolton and March townshirt have an 

average strike of 285° and dip gently a little east of north. The Rockcliffe is 

exposed both on the river side and on the channel side. Because of the dip it 

outcrops at water level from 2i miles above Shirley bay to 4 mile above the To=bolton- 

Mareh township line where it passes under the basal Ottawa limestone. On the side of 

the depression between the peninsula and the mainland the base of the Rockcliffe 

is considerably above water level, and the resistant sandstone in one place forms 

a long scarp facing Constance creek and lake. No outcrops of Rockcliffe are 

uncovered between the exposures of the Ottawa limestone around City View and the 

Oxford exposed at. Black Rapids but it must necessarily be present in the succession 

beneath the heavy mantle of surficial deposits. At Hogsback, the numerous cross 

faults bring the Rockcliffe to the surface at the falls, and well borings show that 

it extends at least to the Prince of Wales Highway just west of the Rideau river. 

In the province south of the Hazeldean fault the Rockoliffe is not 

exposed. 
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Correlation .. Camarotoechia plena and C. orientalis are the two outstanding 

fossils of the Rockcliffe formation. Because of them Raymond1 has correlated. 

the rocks of Aylmer age, which include the Rockcliffe, with the Upper Chazy of 

the Champlain Valley. The great thicknesses of the Lower and Middle Chazy of 

New York State are missing from the Ottawa Valley. 

St. Martin 

Definition - Raymond's definition of the Aylmer included a thin layer of line--

stone which caps the Rockcliffe shale and sandstone. This limestone is unimportant 

on the Ottawa sheet but thickens considerably towards Hawkesbury and farther east. 

The name St. Martin is taken from the large quarries in which the lime.. 

stone is exposed at Cap St. Martin, Isle Jesn, north of Montreal. 

Lithology and contact: The St. Martin as exposed on the Ottawa sheet is a thin 

formation of very impure, somewhat dolomitic, limestone interbedded with thin 

layers of sandy shales and impure sandstones. Towards the top there are two or 

three dolomitic beds from g inches to 2 feet in thickness. The few outcrops knows 

weather to a dark brown and are very much disintegrated. One of the best exposures 

is on the south side of the track just east of Green creek. This section is within 

a couple of feet of the top of the St.,Martin, but the base is covered. 	It s?"ic,we 

from the top down: 

Shale weathering light rusty colour 	1+" 
Heavy dolomitic layer, rusty weathering 	g" 
Shales weathering rusty 	 11 4" 
Thick dolomitic layer, weathering dark 

rusty colour 2' 6" 
Thin grey  dolomitic bands, rusty 

weathering. 4"  
Brown shale j" 
Greenish grey shale weathering buff 5"  
Brown shale with oily irridescence 7" 
Grey shale 4" 
Light grey sandy limestone 2" 
Dark shale 4t 

Across the track on the north side 

Dark coarse sandstone beds with consider-
able calcareous content, weathering 

11 2" grey. 
Shale interbedded with layers similar 

to the above 21 

Total 141 1" 

1. R ay rn'o,n d P E. The  Ch a zy F rm a tl an an d / ./:s fauna. 

Ann. Carnegie. Mus, 3. f . 5G2, /906. 

.Z "Rai monâ ~?E. Geo% Surv.Canacla, Surnrn, 7:?ef7`/9//)/0.353 /g/:c, 
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The exact contact of the St. Martin with the Rockcliffe is nowhere 

exposed. The transition is probably gradual. 

Thickness .. There is no complete section of the St. Martin, and its variable 

nature maces it difficult to detect in well records. But its position relative 

to the Rockcliffe below and the base of the Ottawa above allows for a thickness 

of approximately 20 feet. 

Distribution - The St. Martin succeeds the Rockcliffe as far as observed on the 

eastern half of the Ottawa map area, approximately east of the city of Ottawa. The 

only clearly defined outcrop- occurs in a railway cut and on a hillside just east 

of Green creek. If present beneath the city it is almost impossible to separate it 

from the basal Ottawa limestone. It has not been found on the west part of the 
jndis fir,guisba6/e from the Reds below, 

sheet. If present there it has either dwindled to a thin shale,A or has been 

eroded before the deposition of the Ottawa limestone. It is more probable that 

the city of Ottawa marks the western boundary of its deposition. 

Correlation -►  The presence in it of Camarotoechia plena and its position relative 

to the Rockcliffe proves that the St. Martin is of late Chazy age. The St. Martin 

to the east may have been deposited at the same time as some of the Rockcliffe to 

the west, one being marginal and the other in deeper water. The transgressing 

sea would cause shore line sediments progressively farther west, contemporaneOnsly 

depositing limestone over its previous shoreline positions. But where the two 

occur in a vertical section the St. Martin is the younger formation, 

TRMTTON' AND BLACK RIVER ORMAfiI-ON- 
~, 

Ottawa Limes-tane. 
311, 

Definition - The Ottawa formation is made up^of the thick limestones of con,in- 

nous deposition which in the Ottawa region succeed the Rockcliffe and St. Martin 

formations 6f Chazy age. The formation is composed of several palaeontological 

divisions. It includes rocks of Trenton and Black River age, and at its base 

Pamelia beds which the early geologists considered to be deposited during the 

Chazy period. 

Lithology and contact 	Originally the group excluding the Pamelia was included 

under the "Trenton". Later, when the fossil content was better known the success-

ion was discussed under the "Trenton and Black River Groups, indicating that 

the various authors recognized they were a lithol&gical unit though palaeontolog 

ically they could be aeparated1 as were the corresponding rocks of New York State. 
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Subsequent study of the rocks was =confined in the main, to the palaeontological 

aspect so that an even greater degree of refinement was introduced, the Black 

River including the Pamelia being ultimately divided into three palaeontological 

or time members and the Trenton into four. To geologists not familiar witi: the 

palaeontology, and to drillers, this is confusing, and is not in accord with 

other geological maps and reports. The time divisions, however, separated on the 

map by broken lines and represented by numbered letters, are discussed below in 

connection with the description of the different parts of the Ottawa limestone, in 

order to relate it to the rocks of similar age upon which palaeontologists have 

done very detailed work. 

Lithology and contact •• The Ottawa limestone at Ottawa falls into two lithological 

subdivisions which do not at all correspond to the palaeontological divisions* 

The formation at its base consists of brown and grey shales, and thin cream-coloured 

sandstones both interbedded with thin bands of grey limestone and occasional thick 

beds of rusty weathering dolomite. Passing upwards the sandstone and dolem.;te 

disappear, the shales becoming thinner, the limestone becomes more dominant 

eventually culminating in more than. 100 feet of thick-bedded Bare layers. About 

250 or 260 feet above the base thereLia an abrupt change from the thick..bedded 

pure crystalline limestone of Hull..age to the impure shaly limestone of Sherman PG? 1 

age• Passing upward as before the shales decrease, the limestone again becomes 

thicker-bedded and purer eventually culminating in more than three hundred feet 

of limestone with insignificant shaly partings. The repetition of the deposition 

of .shales succeeded by progpecsively purer.limestone beds must be the result of the 

repetition of one of two conditions. If the water level is more or less constant 

the sea has received vastly greater supplies of calcium carbonate from elsewhere, 

or the fluctuating sear-bottom of the early invasion has gradually subsided for a 

considerable period and then become suddenly shallow though not to the extent of 

emergence and erosion, again to deepen until the end of Trenton time • 

The Pamelia, the basal palaeontological division of the Ottawa limestone 

is of earliest B1ackRiver age. The lithological content of the rocks has been 
1 

described in detail by Wilson. 	The interbedded sandstones and shales with 

occasional limestone bands, at the base of these beds. are 15 to 20 feet in thick- 

1. Wilson, A.2. Notes on the Pamelia Member of the Black River Formation 
of the Ottawa Valley, Amer. Jour. Sci. 24, pp. 135-146, 193 
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ness. In these lower beds the calcareous content is almost negligible so that, 

where the basal rocks "overlie the margin of the St. Martin or rest directly upon 

the Rockcliffe it is very difficult to distinguish it from the formation below 

especially in well samples. These basal rocks pass gradually into Uight grey 

limestones with a few bands of very fine-grained lithographic stone and heavy 

homogenous beds of fine-grained grey dolomitic material, weathering rzsty. Some 

surfaces display a network of mud cracks. Considerable shale and occasional thin 

layers of cream-coloured sandy material occur throughout. The whole succession 

bears evidence of shallow more or less fluctuating conditions. The contact bc,twsen  

the beds of the Pamelia division and the: Rockcliffe or St. Martin below represents 

the erosional period between the Chazy and Black River invasions. This is probably 

a minor period in this area. Because of the nature of the lower beds, containing 

but few broken fossil fragments, the development of the fauna elsewhere in the 

ocean during this period cannot be ascertained until later. In addition to this 

ther4s no record of the deposition of any great thickness of sediments elsewhere 

on the continent before the invasion in the area discussed. The formation in 

New York Mate is somewhat thicker but only sufficiently so to indicate that tha  

invasion was from that direction. The division has the average thickness of 

75 feet in this area The type locality. is near Pamelia, New York. The question 

as to the Chazy or Black River age of these rocks has been discussed1  elsewhere. 

Fossils are rather rare. Ostracods occur at several horizons, Orthoceras rec•ti.- 

cemeratum and several varieties of the coral Tetradium near the top. Beds of this 

age have been recognized at Kingston, Ontario and as fax east as Montreal, where 

according to Okulitch2  the division is represented by not more than 10 feet of 

dolomitic limestone. The basal sandy phase has disappeared. 

The rocks of the second palaeontological division of the Ottawa limestone 

the Lowaille, of Middle Black River age, are composed of light grey impure lime-

stone and some thin bands of magnesian limestone interbedded with shale. Towards 

the top are some heavy beds of very fine-grained lithographic limestone breaking 

with a conchoidal fracture and weathering almost white. The contact between the 

rocks of Pamelia age and those of the Lowville age is indefinite, for convenience 

it has been arbitrarily placed at the top of the last bed of heavy dolomitic 

le Wilson, A.B. op oit p. 144. 
2. Okulitch, V.J. Fauna of the Black River Group in the Vicinity of 

Montreali. .0 a. Field Nat. 4910  p.  96, 1935. 
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limestone, though concentrations of dolomite within the limestone often persist 

above the established change in fauna. These rusty coloured inclusions give a 

peculiar mottled appearance to weathered surfaces. It is recognized that the 

development'of dolomite may be a more or less local phase and that the arbitrary 

contact may be slightly higher or lower elsewhere, since both rocks and fauna 

change gradually upward. These beds have only an average thickness of about 

25 feet in the area under discussion but certain features are very persistent. 

At Montreal the division has decreased to 16 feet. To the west it has been 

recognized in Trent River valley and as far as Manitoulin island. The type 

locality is at Lowville, New york9  most of its exposures yield forms of Liosnira 

and the coral Tetradium cellulosum. 

The third palaeortolQcal unit of the Ottawa limestone, of Leray age9  

is the topmost division of the rocks of Black River age. These beds consist of 

a dark grey, in places almost black, thick-beddedd limestone with black shaly 

partings. Some of the thickest beds are pure with a tendency to crystallization* 

At the top they weather rubbly. Where rocks of this division outcrop in the south 

west part of the sheet soma of the lower beds present a peculiar surface dott 

with rusty weathering inclusions consisting of some secondary calcite mixed with 

clay and iron oxide impurities• Actinoceras, Doleroides and Streptelasma 

profundum are common fossil forms. The division of Leray age like that of 

Lowville age, though thin is widespread. Its averages about 30 feet in the 

Ottawa region, and extends west across Central Ontario to Georgian bay, and east 

to Montreal where it attains a thickness of 22 feet. The type locality is in 

the Black River valley, New York State. 

The rocks of Rockland age compose the fourth palaeontological division 

of the Ottawa limestone and the first of the Trenton Group. These beds, consist 

of thin and comparatively thick-bedded pure crystalline limestone, grey to dcve-- 
in thickness 

grey in colour. Shaly partings varŷ from a fraction of an inch to S inches, in 

different localities and layers. The transition from the Leray deposits to the 

Rockland deposits is very gradual. Trenton forms make their firtt appearance in 

association with Black River forms which persist. The rocks of the Rockland age 

have been described in detail by 'Wilsonat the type locality, Rockland, Ontario. 

The division maintains a thickness of approximately 35 feet from Rockland to 

Ottawa Typical fossils are: Dalmanella. Rafinesquina, Orthis tricenaria, and 

Ceraurus. It has not been studied in detail east of Rockland, Ont. 

1. Wilson, A.E., Geol. Surv. Canada, Mus. Bull. 33, p. 26, 1931 



The name Hull has been given by Raymond2 to the fifth palaeontological 

period of deposition of the Ottawa limestone and the third period of the Trenton 

age. It includes Raymond's two divisions, the Crinoid and Tetradium beds. The 

type locality of the lower part, the Crinoid beds, is north of Hull, uebec, 

where it consists of thin and thick-bedded comparatively pure limestones. Towards 

the base the somewhat crystalline beds be .e are interbedded with the finer grained 

layers which gradually supersede them. At some horizons there is considerable 
withiir the more, massive layers or 	finer 

chert,interbedded - cthenlimestone. The upper division of these beds, the 
Z between) 

Tetradium beds, consists of massive coarse-grained blue-grey limestones. These 

beds can be seen in a quarry, east of the city on a road north from the Montreal 

road and west from the Areodrome road. The contact between the beds of Rockland 

agi and those of Hull age is indefinite. Tn the type locality it has been placed 

at the first appearance of chert but as chert is not present at every locality this 

is not satisfactory. The lowest layers still exhibit dove-grey beds similar to 
common to 

those of Rockland age, interbedded with the darker grey beds tT:i nttl f the division 

The rocks which are generally included in the Hull have a thickmess of SO to 90 feet 

in.the vicinity of Ottawa. Fossils are fairly common in the lower part which has 

yielded many crinoids from some layers. The upper part has very few fossils. The 

rocks of this division has been recognized as far east as Crysler, Ont. but they 

are not exposed in the Cornwall area. Rocks of the same age as the crinoid beds 

have been recognized by their fossils at Kirktield, Ontario. 

The Sherman Fall is the sixth palaeontological division of the Ottawa 

limestone- and the third period of the Trenton age as pepresented in the Ottawa 

valley. It is here that the greatest lithological difference occurs in the Ottawa • P/seed 

limestone, not at the more or less arbitrariyAcontact of beds of Black River and 

Trenton ages. Below the Sherman Fall is a thickness of more than 100 feetnof 

medium grey thick-bedded, pure and somewhat crystalline limestone. The Sherman 

Fall lying upon it, in this locality, is darker in colour and consists of dark grey 

shales intercolated with thin-bedded impure limestone. The shales become less 

evident and the limestone more prevalent towards the top. Raymond2 originally 

described these layers under the name Prasopora beds because of the numbers of 

Prasopora occurring in it. He considered the thickness to be 25 feet. Later3 

he included under this name an additional 75 feet which he had formerly called 

Cystid beds. This would bake the division 100 feet in thickness. The upp,r 

75 feet is lighter grey, thin-bedded and has less shale than the lower 25:.feet. 

1. 	Raymond. P.2.  Geol . Surv.  . Canada, Summ. Rept. for 1912, p. 34S, 1313. 
2 . 	R0.ymarid PE., Ge-o/ 	$'u rY. Canula, 	117/ 	_Ge .01 Con r, Gu;de 8,~. 3~  
3 . 	Qymind, 	Mug ço~P .zPo7., 56, ~. 2s~

ern 
/ ,g / 6 . 
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The rocks of the whole division, later named Sherman Fall, have been correlated 

with the beds of typical Trenton age. 

The Cobourg is the seventh and last palaeontological unit of the Otteeee 

limestone and the fourth of Trenton age in the Ottawa valley. It has been 

separated into an upper and lower division. The differences between these two 

parts are not very evident in this region. 

	Might gradual change 
division info two horizons 

There i F)  szzS1i ,. ,.. eew--i 	„ 

thee e6 	in f/re peel' 
in lithology, J:n some cases^  the 

the results o7F 

seems to have been based upon,the long 

exposure to weathering of the upper beds. The lower part consists of medium grey 

thin and thick—bedded rather pure litestones with occasional shaly partings. ..t 

one locality a conglomerate was recognized in the lower part indicative of shallow 

conditions. The exposure was too limited to ascertain its exact horizon or its 

lateral extent. The beds increase in thickness upwards, and at the top thou.: 

still thickrbedded they are less pure, weathering rubbly and somewhat rusty in 

colour. The contact of the Cobourg with the beds of the Sherman Fall division 

below is somewhat arbitrary and has been placed at various levels at different 

times by different authors according to the fossils found in the several localities. 

The thin-bedded layers of Sherman Fall age grade imperceptibly into those of the 

succeeding division. The whole thickness of the beds of Cobourg age is A'.--A cwt 

355 feet. Some of the characteristic fossils in this region are Sowerbyelia 

ovalis, and towards the top an abundance of Hormotoma, Trochonema and Fusiseira. 

Sproule1, in a study of the fossil contents of the beds of Cobourg age across 

Cenh-al 
Ontario, has found it impossible to establish definite fossil horizons within it. 

A 

The rocks of this age appear either to become thinner or to have been eroded to 

the east. They have trot been reported from the vicinity of Montreal, but are 

known to occur as far east as Plantagenet, Ont. To the southeast they cover a 

considerable extent of the northwest part of the Cornwall sheet. In central 

Ontario they appear as far west as Georgian bay and south to Prince Edward county. 

They have been recognized at Trenton Falls, New York, where Kay2  correlates them 

with the upper 250 feet of the section. From this comparison it will be seen 

that the Cobourg phase of the Ottawa limestone becomes thinner to the south and 

east. It is generally considered to have been deposited by a sea invading from 

the north. 

Thidknese 	The total thickness of the Ottawa limestone is approxima ely 700 feet. 

The lower part recording the change from shallow water conditions to deep :epc' is 
SPraule C., Geo/ Surv. Canada, Mere. 

-2, Kay, G. M., Arne. ht.r. Sat:, 24,  p, 2,, /3 p. 
	/93 
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of thick pure crystalline limestone has a thickness of approximately 260 feet. 

The upper part, the base of which gives evidence of an abrupt return to shallow 

water followed by a second gradual deepening of the sea is approximately 440 fe.t 

thick. 

Distribution  r.  To show clearly the distribution of the rocks of the several 

fossil divisions of the Ottawa limestone the formation is treated first as a 
each of 

whole and then in detail within4 the four provinces into which the area is divided 

by the major faults. 

East of the city of Ottawa on the south side of the river the loner  

part of the Ottawa limestone, capped and protected by the resistant heavy beds of 

Hull age)forms a peculiar series of prominences lying in a northwest-southeast 

direction making a low angle with the river and facing north or northeast. The 

rocks, except where near a fault, dip gently south and southeast passing under 

the over-mantle. Some of these prominences lie north and some south of the 

Montreal highway. They .ppear to be sections of an interrupted scarp dis_ela_ed 
rnosf Come/efP \ 

by the different components of the echellon Rockcliffe fault. The -t section,,, 

htrevcpT  is in the hill east of the intersection of the Montreal highway and the 

railway track just east of Green creekf/ The rocks of Lowville, Leray and 

Rockland ages outcrop along the face of the prominences of the broken scar/ 

Rockland forms the top of the one north of Orleans and the one east of Green creek. 

It again projects slightly from beneath the surficial deposits east of Hladkbur . 

The rocks of Hull age are less evident in the eastern part of this broken scarp. 

One srIll outcrop reveals its Presence beneath the overmantle south of the 

prominence east of Green creek. It forms the most conspicuous beds in the 

quarries along the top of the series of exposures between the Aerodrome and 

Skead roads, and occurs in scattered outcrops along the southerly dipping Eeechrood. 

hill. One outcrop of Sherman Fall age shows a few feet of-thin contorted lime-

stone bands and shale, east of the Aerodrome road,, north of the Montreal road. 

It has been caught in a pocket formed by the distortion of the beds near the felt 

which crosses the Aerodrome= road. A small outcrop of rocks of Cobourg age occurs 

north of the Montreal road and east of the Skead road, brought up by a cross fault. 

(The Ottawa limestone forms the triangular end of the dawn dropped block between 

the converging Gloucester and Rodkcliffe.  faults. The oldest beds emerging frcn 

the heavy overmantle are of Hull age. They are exposed in the city of Hull :ud 

ivy immediate neighborhood. Some interrupted outcrops occur in the much fsu 
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of thick pure crystalline limestone has a thickness of approximately 260 feet. 

The upper part, the base of which given evidence of an abrupt return to shallow 

water followed by a second gradual deepening of the sea is approximately 440 feet 

thick. 

Distribution .. To show clearly the distribution of the rocks of the several 

fossil divisions of the Ottawa limestone the formation is treated first as a 
each of 

whole and then in detail within4 the four provinces into which the area is divided. 

by the major faults. 

East of the city of Ottawa on the south side of the river the lower 

part of the Ottawa limestone, capped and protected by the resistant heavy beds of 

Hull age forms a peculiar series of prominences lying in a northwest-southeast 

direction making a low angle with the river and facing north or northeast. Ths 

rocks, except where near a fault, dip gently south and southeast passing u,-.der 

the over-mantle. Some of these prominences lie north and some south of the 

Montreal highway. They appear to be sections of an interrupted. scarp die__;_:  cd 
/post CornP/ef~ 

by the different components of the echellon Rockcliffe fault. The 	sections., 

hoeevcalr is in the hill east of the intersection of the Montreal highwar nad th 

railway track just east of Green creekf/ The rocks of Lowville, Leray and 

Rockland ages outcrop along the face of the prominences of the broken scar 	he 

Rockland forms the top of the one north of Orleans and the one east of Green creek. 

It again projects slightly from beneath the surficial deposits east of lacke• -n. 

The rocks of Hull age are less evident in the eastern part of this broken scarp. 

One small outcrop reveals its presence beneath the overmantle south of the 

prominence east of Green creek. It forms the most conspicuous beds in the 

quarries along the top of the series of exposures between the Aerodrome and 

Skead roads, and occurs in scattered outcrops along the southerly dip in,~ B. ehwocd 

hill. One outcrop of Sherman Fall age shows a few feet of-thin contorted lime- 

stone bands and shale, east of the Aerodrome road,, north of the Montreal road. 

It has been caught in a pocket formed by the distortion of the beds near the fault 

which crosses the Aerodrome road. A small outcrop of rocks of Cobourg age occu sa 

north of the Montreal road and east of the Skead road, brought up by a cross fault. 

q " 	The Ottawa limestone forms the triangular end of the down dropped block between 

the converging Gloucester and Rockcliffe faults. The oldest beds emerging _rcm 

the heavy overmantle are of Hull age. They are exposed in the city of Hull and 

its immediate neighborhood. Some interrupted outcrops occur in the much f~ 
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a:_a on the islands reeveseeel Chaudi:re falls, and on the adjacent mainland, both north 

and south of the Liver. A warping in the beds within the downed.ropped block brim 

the beds of Hull age to the surface again where the Gloucester fault crossez 

Rideau river. Outcrops of. Sherman Pa11 age occur in irregular patches on the 

Chaudiere islands and west of Brewery creek near Canadian Packers Ltd©g  Hullo  These 

layers can also be seen at low water along the base of Parliament Bill. Irregular 

blocks of Cobourg age are squeezedi.up in the fault zone east of Val Totreaue These 

• rocks again occur on the Chaudiere islands. On the south side of the river a 

continuous exposure of rocks of this age extends along the Rockcliffe fault, runs 

northwest through Rideau Hall grounds, crosses the highway and on the north edge of 

the CiV of Ottawa forms the scarp of the south barili of the Ottawa river from. 

P.ockcliffe almost to Chaudiere Falls. Thence it swings south, then southeast under& 

lying the west centre part of the city-9. and forming the scarp which overlooks the 
.Y . 

"Flats". It crosses Fifth avenue near Bronson avenue, then passes under the heavy 

sand mantles Because of the slight eastwart tilt . o f the small downpedroaped block. 

lying between this scarp and Carling Avenue hill the same rocks are repeated at a 

lower•level on the west side of the "Flats" froc Lemieux island to the Experimental 

Farm, being exposed along•the west side of Dow lakes 

In the area west ' of the Gloucester fault and north of the Hazeléan fault 

the outcrops of Ottawa limestone have been separated into three regions by the 

river. On the north the formation underlies most of Hull township in Quebec) M 

Ottawa river has cut down well into the Bockcliffe beds 

whrch Ore exposed a/on the share and a6are t6en7 

Agie_ that layers of Pamelia age cap the scarp along the river's edge. In Val Tetreau 

village the squeezing of the rocks near the fault lino has exposed a mall dome of 

rocks of Pamelia age, on the north side of the highway. Only the rocks of Pamelia 
Lire 

agenpreserved capping the peninsulapaike region of Torbolton and March toenships 

lying between Constance lake and creek and the Ottawa river. Immediately west of 

the Gloucester fault on the south side of the rivers  rocks of Leray age form the 

top of the higher land of the Experimental farm and City View. They dip gently 

towards the Gloucester fault enclosing a small outcrop of Rockland. age. A very 
o¢ Lowv,lie and Pine/'a aye, 

few outcrops of the older beds,,cut off to the northeast by the Cloucester faults  

lie rougr!y in a crescent around this broad centre of greater elevation. Their 

margin at the north extends along the Ottawa river then curves southward at 

Britannia highlands, then eastward again approaching the fault south of the higher 

land-  not far from Chaudiere junctions This somewhat regular occurrence of eacce:..sive 

beds iS greatly interrrupted by the peculiarly intricate faulted region around  
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tcgsback where blocks of various ages, from Chazy to Middle Trenton lie 

promiscuously against one another, three of the Rockcliffe formation being the 

oldest and the Ottawa limestone of Hull age being the youngest. 

The Ottawa limestone underlies the whole region in the southwest part 

of the sheet between the Hazeldean fault and the south and west margins of the 

area. On the downthrow side of the fault the youngest rocks exposed are of 

Rockland age but it is possible that still younger beds, concealed by the heavy 

overmantle are brought against the Precambrian, Nepean and March formations _;_f 

the upthrow side. The older beds of Ottawa limestone appear progressively tc the 

south and west, but the base of the formation does not occur in this province. 

The regularity of the succession is somewhat interrupted by a fault in the extreme 

southwest of the sheet. 

Correlation •i The Ottawa limestone is to be correlated with the Mohawkian and the 

Pamelia of New York. Many of the United States geologists, however, do not include 

the Pamelia in the Black River group considering it to have been deposited by the 

preceding sea. In the accompanying diagram the thickness of the cor: es, cnïing 

beds in New York State including rocks of Pamelia age is taken from the alax{m m 

1 
thickness given by Kay for the section of_Trenton age and by Cushing and Rr_edemann2 

for those of Black River age. It will be seen that all but the upper division are 

i'igure 2. Comparison of the thickness of palaeontological 
divisions of Ottawa limestone of the Ottawa area 
with the New York succession. 

considerably thicker to the south., The total of the maximum thickness of the 

New York section, however, is only about 75 feet greater than that of the 

Ottawa limestone 
, 

e- 	i 
Utica -?--Porma.t3ons 

Eastview  

Definition — The Eastview is a thin formation overlying the Ottawa limestone. 

It is the lower calcareous deposition of Collingwood age. 

1. Kay, G.M. 'Amer. Jour. Sci . 26, p. 2, 1933.   
2. Cushing, H.P. and Ruedemann R.t N.Y. State Mus. Bull. 145, pp. 69, S0~ 

g6, 1910. 



The formation forms the bed of Rideau river at Eastview and anderli^:, 

a part of the village from which the name is taken. 

Litholo gy and contact. The Eastview is composed of comparatively fine—rained 

rusty weathering limestone having occasional pockets of large secondary calcite 

crystals, interbedded at the base with thin bands of brown shale9 Passit 

upward the limestone becomes thin—banded and less pure the shales inee .. in 

thickness. 

The contact between the Eastview and the Ottawa has not been seen or. 

the Ottawa sheet. The change in lithology from one to the other may havo been 

due to a gradual  shallowing of the sea with a change in the source of the 

material deposited, or the Eastview may lie unconformably upon the lower formation. 

Sproule1  has found a definite unconformity at the base of the beds of Lolling ood 

age on Manitoulin island. At Ottawa the change in fossil content is abrupt as 

well as the change in lithology. It is quite possible that an unconformity exists 

between the Eastview and Ottawa limestones but the contact has never been exposed 

by erosion or excavation, so that in this area there is no conclusive evidence 

as to the existence or nonexistence of a non-conformable contact. 

Ogygites canadensis and Leptobolus insiaiis are characteristic fossil;►  

of the formation. 

Thickness — The upper boundary of the Eastvieer is more or less arbitrarily placed 

where the limestone bands peter out. The whole formation has a thickness of 

only about 20 feet. 
loaxted 

Distribvttion — Several isolated and irregularly pleeed outcrops of the very top 

of the Eastview occur along or near the Montreal road just east of Ottawa city. 

They are on the downthrow side of the several steps of the Rockcliffe echellon 

fault, and are protected by the more highly elevated resistant beds of the 

upthrow side. 

Within the down-dropped block between the Rockcliffe and Gloucester 

faults, the Eastview everywhere succeeds the Ottawa limestone. Ther4s a 

limited exposure typical of the formation along the east bank of the Rideau 

river opposite Strathcoma park. It underlies a large part of the city between 

the canal and Rideau river, though borings indicate thatthe er are in some places 

patches of the succeeding formation. It underlies the central part of the city 

from ?Ming? street south, having been uncovered wherever an excavation or serer  

1. 	Sproule, C ., eGeol . Surv. Canada, Mem. 202, p. 	1936.   

ton 
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penetratedthe surficial deposits. Its western boundary follows the curve of the 

Ottawa limestone maintaining approximately an even distance from the fault scarp 

east of the "Flats" and the Gloucester fault. 

It does not occur west of the Gloucester fault within the area. 

Correlation — The Eastview formation, deposited in late Collingwood time, has not 

been recognized in the vicinity of Montreal according to Raymond. It outcrops at 

several localities to the west of the Prentenae axis as far as Georgian bay where 

similar beds have approximately the same thickness. Rocks of the same general 

age have been reported as small surface outcrops on Baffinland. 

Billings 

Definition — The Billings is the shale formation succeeding the Eastview. It is 

a lithological unit embracing the top of the shales of Collingwood age, and all 

of the shales of Gloucester age. 

Lithology and contact — The Billings consists; of a- continuous deposition of 

shales. The lower few feet weathering brown in--colour-alter.imperceptibly °upward 

into thick beds of black fissile shales. These lower few feet of shale constitute 

a transition zone. Lithologically more closely allied to the shales above they 

are here included in the Billings formation, and the contact of the two formations 

placed where the limestone has disappeared or become too thin to be considerec. 

These lowest beds have generally been considered of Collingwood age because of 

1 
iir 	persisting Collingwood fossils. Parks -arbitrarily places the palaeontological 

division between the shales of Collingwood age and those of Gloucester age at 

the Latiie last occurrence of Ogygites. It might as readily be placed a little 

lower at the first appearance of Triarthrus. There was no period of emergence or 

erosion between the deposition of the Eastview and the Billings but rather a 

gradual shallowing and a slight uplift to the north making some chang.ein direction 
~ .:. «_ 

of invasion and consequent supply of source material ,,altering the deposits from 

the limestones of the thin Eastview formation to the shales of the comparatively 

thick Billings formation so that any exact division of depositions is arbitrary. 

The--- reater thickncsc of the upper part of the upper 'mot of the formation of 

Gloucester age contains fossils at some localities and at various horizons. The 

outcrops of the whole formation ara so few and so widely scattered that it has not 

been possible to make the study of it complete. 

1. Parks, W.A.I 	Ordovician Black Shales. Roy. Soc. Csr0e, 3rd ser. 
22 pp. 22-39, 192g. 



Lepto graptus, Climacograptus and an abundance of Triarthrus are found 

in the Billings. 

Thickness - The Billings has been estimated as having a thickness of approximately 
ce- 

215 feet. An accurate measurement is difficult.—The- surfaced outcrops are 

scattered. In borings the Eastview limestone grades into the shale, and the 

Billings shale grades into the succeeding formation. 'Arlevel--measurement from the 
Jam[<~~ aClC 	 e  • base of the formation,,-calculated-from-the-outcrop at Billings Bridge-to-an  - 	wet,• 

crop near the top of the formation southeast of Billings Bridge, gives a minimum 

thickness of 125 to 135 feet. There is, however, a gentle dip to the southeast 

which ieleiticatis. a greater thickness of the formation. The thickness suggested by 

this observation agrees approximately with an average thickness taken from well 
figure 

borings, suggesting the thio1cneoe given. 

Distribution - The Billings formation occurs only in the down-dropped block between 

the echellon Rockcliffe fault and the Gloucester fault zone. Its planed-off 

margin lies against the Eastview in a crescent-shaped ocrurreNe~narrowest towards the 
bath enee ff s 

apex of the fault block, spreading a little near tha--fc 	i t- where it has been 
by the faults. 

draéd up slightly,' Excavations and scattered outcrops reveal•its presence above 

the Eastview under the south, centre and. east part of the city. It may be present 

in small protected patches beneath Sandy Hill within the city where it has not 
di s cohnuou5y 

been represented on the map. It outcrops intermittently southwest of the sections 

of the Rockcliffe fault and at a distance from ito 

Correlation - In the Eastern Townships, Quebec, borings have shown a great thickness 

of beds similar to the Billings in lithology and in the meagre fauna obtained frcw. 

;'borings. To the west the Billings formation, interrupted by the Frontenac axis, 

outcrops, as far as Whitby and according to Parks borings show that the black shale 

beds correpsonding to the Billings increase in thickness to the southwest. The 

Blue Mountain formation on Georgian bay like the Billings is of Gloucester age. 

The combined Eastview and Billings formations sr- 	t v ro -'4' formed in the 

Ottawa region during the continuous deposition of Collingwood and Gloucester time. 

Ruedemann2 has discussed in detail the development of opinion regarding the age 

of those rocks. His conclusion is that the rocks of Collingwood age, lie between 

those of Cobourg and those of Upper Utica age of New York, that the deposits of 

Gloucester time correspond with those of Upper Utica time in New Ygrk, but ware 

deposited in a different basin. 

1. Parks, ta ni, Ibid, p. . 
2. Ruedemann, R.,. Utica and Lorraine Formations of New York State Museum-

Bull. 258, pp. 62-64,'1925. 
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Carlsbad 

Definition - The Carlsbad is the shale formation lying above the Billings in the 

Ottawa region. The outcrops are shallow and scattered but a considerable thickness 

of it has been found in borings. 

A deep well at Carlsbad Springs, just east of the map area/has given the 

nearest most complete record of its thickness end its name is taken from this village. 

Litholo r and contact... At its base the Carlsbad apparently consists of inter-

bedded dark shale and thin rusty-weathering sandy or dolomitic bands, followed by 

beds of clear grey, somewhat fissile shales which in turn give place to rusty 
fa Le i'frnr 

weathering sandy shale and dolomite. This succession can be seen in a traverse from 
infrseeficq of 	qnd 
a creek 	 road about midway between Hardman Bridge and Billings 

Bridge. 	 . The change from the first to the second' stage, low in the section., 

can be seen at two localities in this traverse about a mile northeast of Billings 

Bridge. The creek exposes the Billings formation in its bed just north of the 

Z?•,aramam - Billings Bridge road. Some basal Carlsbad is exposed just before it reaches 

the next road south. South of this, second road and 500 feet east of the creek is a 

quarry in the succeeding grey shales. The badly disintegrated rock at Leitrim appears 

to be much higher in the section. 

The actual contact of the Carlsbad with the Billings beneath it has not 

been seen. One shallow outcrop near the top of the Billing s)in a creek crossing the 

Metcalfe road south of Ellwood, shows a few thin dolomite bands intercrolated between 

the layers of black shale and? may be near the contact. At the top of a gaarry to 

the east of Billings Bridge the fissile black shales give place to more sandy shales. 

?chile the evidence is not conclusive, these two exposures auggest that the transition 

from the Billings to the Carlsbad is gradual. 

Pholidops, Colpomya,  Cymatonota and Clidophorus are some.of the character-

istic fossils. 

Thickness •-: he maximum thickness of the Carlsbad in the Ottawa area is estimated as 

about 3x5 feet. This is only very approximate, however. As stated above the line of 

contact with the Billings below it is uncertain, and the top of the formation does 

not occur within the area. The Carlsbad Spring well, just east of the map area, shows 

GOO feet of combined Billings and Carlsbad, and a Standard Oil well still farther 

east near Vars shows x00 feet. 

• 



Distribution — The Carlsbad occurs only on the southeast half of the downviropped 

block lying between the Rockcliffe and the Gloucester faults, protected by the 

more resistant older rocks on either side. The block tilts very slightly to the 

south and east so that the shale becomes thicker in that direction. Some wells in 

this section demonstrate its presence right to the eastern margin of the sheet: 

A few bona fide outcrops, never more than three feet in thickness, are exposed in 

creek beds and in a few shallow slopes from which shale has been taken for road 

metal. One or two shallow road and house excavations, have also revealed it. In 

some places, as at Leitrim, it is hardly a true outcrop ,The top appears to have 

di;siutsgrated in place. 

Correlation - The Carlsbad formation can be correlated in a general way on the east 

with the "Lorraine" of Quebec and on the west with the Dundas of Centres. Ontario. 

Of the nine outcrops of the formation within the area mapped only two yield any~- 

thing but fragments of fossils, on the road northeast of Cyrville, and in the bed 

of the creek near Hawthorne where numerous crinoid stems, Pholidops cincinnatiensis 

Eo: b.tella occidentalis, Clidophorus and others were found: Foerste divides the 

Quebec "Lorraine" into four not very clearly defined zones, Pholadomorpha, Proetus, 

Leptaena and Cryptolithus at the base. He concludes that the "Lorraine" sediments 

of Eastern Ontario and Quebec were deposited contemporaneously with those of New 

York State but in separate basins. 

A comparison of the fossils from the two localities above with the 

forms from the Nicolet River section, Quebec shows that no species from the lowest 

Oryptolithus zone are present. The tfhitella characteristic of the lowest beds-

of the Dundas of Central Ontario is also lacking. The forms common to the Ottawa 

localities and the lowest Dundas are long ranging species. Even making due 

allowance for the paucity of outcrops it seems probable that the earliest Lorraine 

beds are'not represented in the Carlbbad. The Carlsbad then, of the area, 

probably represents sediments deposited some time after the beginning of Lorraine 

time. 

-_Richmond 

There is no exposure of Richmond age on the Ottawa sheet. Occasionally 

loose blocks containing Richmond fossils are to be found along the easter margin, 

and the red Queenston shales colour the drift in the southeastern part, in the 

neighborhood of lots 3 to 5, Con. VII and VIII, Osgoode township. Farther to the 

cf.lt on the Russell sheets  these formations are more evident;  
t Pc.,ste, f1.F.; Geai Sarv, Canada, Mem, 83 1.9/6. 

• 



CHAFTEFi. Iv 

Structural Features. 

The Sedimentary Palaeozoic rocks of the region were deposited upon a 

very irregularly eroded Precambrian surface. The whole sequence was later broken 

and faulted. Within the area there is no evidence upon which to base the time of 

:faulting other than it must have been before the deposition of the Pleistocene 

mantle, and after thatof the Palaeozoic rocks. All the Palaeozoic formations 

have been affected by it. Near Montreal, in the larger lowland basin, the 

youngest existing formation disturbed is of Devonian age. The whole movement may 

have taken place over one period of time, though there is some indication that two 

cr Possibly three disturbances took place and that some movement was lateral as 

well as vertical. Alcockl  states that deformation in Eastern Quebec corresponds 

in time with the two main periods of deformation of the Northern Appalachians, 

the Taconic revolution at the close of Ordovician time and the Acadian or 

Schickshockian revolution in Devonian time. It is possible,eitherjthat the effect 

of bcth these periods of revolution extended into the Ottawa region, or that the 

m eernnt may have taken place in a later adjustment due to new strains set up 

by the last revolution. 
2 

Recent work on the disintegration of helium and lead in samples taken 

from the Monteregian hills, placesthealst'arbance at Montreal in Tertiary time: 

If that calculation proves correct it is probable that further movement would 

occur along already established fracture lines in the Ottawa area. 

Severalÿof the faults have considerable length and comparatively large 

disjcement. There are probably many undetected breaks-and in two Tery 

complicated zones, at Hogsback and near Chaudiere Falls, only general trends are 

indicated on the map. Most of the faults form a broad arc beginning in a north- 

west southeast direction,, then swinging eastward in a broad curve. The displacement 

is greatest in the middle petering out at either end. The four major faults of 

the district, Yardley, Rockcliffe, Gloucester and Hazeldean roughly divide the 

area into provinces. 

Wilson2  believes that the structural relations between the Precambrian 

highlands and the St. Lawrence lowlands have been brought about, by the deposition 
1. Al co ck, F.J.  Geolo gay of Chaleur Bay R gi on, Geo l . Surv. Canada, 

Mem. 183, p. 100, 1935.   
2. Urry ;7.D ., U.S.  Nat . Res. Council Rept . Comm. on Measurement of Geol. 

Time Appendix, Exhibit 2, 1936. 
3. Wilson, M.E. Geol. Surv. Canada, Mem. 136, p. 57, 1924. 	• 
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the Palaeozoic rocks in an already established broad depression. the dorm.. 
r oa . +,J 

;harping of the Palaeozoics adjacent to the Precambrian, and the downfaulting of 

the Palaeozoic rocks in certain localities. The Eardley fault with its subsidiary 

at one of these localities, has been discussed above in the physiogr'aphic rela.ti cn^hi;: 

of the Precambrian highlands to the lowlands to the south. The line of both these 

faults is everywhere covered but a well boring disclosing a deep overmantle suggests 

that the probable curve of the Eardley fault is at some little distance southwest 

from the exposed, eroded Precambrian scarp. It is not possible to estimate the throw 

of the fault, lacking any trace of the-Precambrian-Palaeozoic contact on the up- 

throw side. The youngest beds exposed on the downthrow side are about 170 feet 

above the base of the Ottawa limestone. 

As has been said above, on the eastern half of the area the Palaeozoic 

rocks overlap the Precambrian normally. But, a short distance south of Ottawa 

river the Palaeozoic formations are themselves twisted and offset by the Rockcliffe 

fault. This fault does not assume the curved pattern characteristic of the area, 

but is an echellon fault, each component part of which has its place of greatest 

displacement stepped progressively eastward suggesting the effect of a torsion 

strain. The general direction of faulting is due east but the several sections 

hale a south of east direction, almost paralleling the Eardley fault. 

The plain to the south of these two major faults, underlain by Palaeozoic 

rocks, is further disturbed by the northwest-southeast Gloucester fault of which 

the northern extremity is covered. The fault is first evident near the edge of the 

Precambrian highlands in the north centre of the district. It trends east of south, 

then curving more easterly passes beyond the margin of the area. The rocks of the 

downthrow side, east and north of the fault, dip gently away from the Precambrian. 

Those of the upthrow side dip gently towards the Precambrian so that the amount of 

displacement is increased in a southeast direction. The displacement increases from 

100 feet at Fairy lake to 1450 Or 1500 feet where the last exposure occurs on each 
ahil 

side the fault, near Leitrim, The displacement, however, is,greater farther east 

where the 1 epean sandstone is brought against the Carlsbad shale. There is no 

ezoosure here on the downthrow side but the displacement must be between 1600 and 

1700 feet. The two very com:^licated faulted regions mentioned above occur along 

this fault line; that, at the Ch.atdiere Falls is on the downthrow, and that at 

Rogsback on the upthrow side. 	
tnenfionea' above 

Between the Gloucester and the Rockcliffe fault is r downdropped }'7ck „ 
rou hly in the form of' an •isoscoles trigle. The apex, deeply covered* clays 

• 
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lies towards the Precambrian mass. The diverging sides extend southeast and 

east passing beyond the eastern boundary of the area. The whole block tilts 

slightly to the south and east so that progressively younger beds are preserved 

in that direction. The oldest beds exposed near the apex are Ottawa limestone 

of Hull age, the youngest, outcropping near Leitrim, are of Lorraine age. There 

are, however, indications of the wueenston shale in the southeast though no 

actual outcrop has been found in the area. 

The Hazeldean fault trending south of east divides the basin west of the 

Gloucester fault into two sections. The position of the most westerly adjacent 

outcrops on either side the fault accounts for a displacement of approximately 

600 feet in this section of the fault but a heavy clay mantle conceals the farthest 

west beds on the downthrow side so that neither the amount nor position of the 

greatest displacement is known. To the north of this fault on the upthrow side, 

lies the southeast end of the eroded•Precambrian ridge which extends across the 

country in a southeast direction from the Chats Falls on the Ottawa river, 

Fitzroy township. Between this ridge and the Precambrian mass to the north is a 

minor basin, with a normal contact with the Precambrian on the south and the 

Ea:dley fau/t and. its subsidiary to the north. The oldest and youngest beds 

exposed within the basin are the Precambrian and those beds of Ottawa limestone 

which are of Rockland age. There is apparently considerable torsion or a minor 

hidden fault within the northwest part of the basin evidenced by the_.differences 

of the dip of the Ottawa limestone on the right and left side of Ottawa river. 

The Ottara limestone covers the downthrow side of the Hazeldean fault. The 

youngest beds exposed are of Rockland, the oldest of Pamelia age. 

There are exposures of the Oxford formation at Baxter Corners and 

Moore Corners, seven and nine miles south and a little east from Fallo'field. 

These outcrops cannot be connected with the known e±posures within the map area, 

There is not sufficient room for the formations between the Oxford and that part 

of the Ottawa limestone exposed at Fallowfield. The structure of the rocks is 

covered but the most simple explanation of the known conditions would be the 

presence of a cross fault, almost north-south in direction, lying a little east 

of rallowfield. 



hell borings have revealed the presence in the Palaeozoic rocks of 

faults not evident at the surface. There are doubtless others crossing the 

Precambrian region to the north connected with those crossing the Palacozoics. 
,.0  

There is no definite evidence of a true sequence in the faults 

themselves but several possibilities are suggested by their positions. As 

mentioned above the downfaulting of the Palaeozoic basin against the Precambrian 

along the Eardley fault on the west half of the area is not continued on the east 

half where the Falaeozoic.Precambrian contact is a normal overlapping ,The 

Palaeozoic downfaulting in this region is accomplished by the echellon Rockcliffe 

fault within the Palaeozoic basin. This Rockcliffe fault may originally have 

been a continuation of the Eardley fault which was later offset, contorted and 

still further faulted by the forces resulting=in - the Gloucester fault. It is 

difficult to see the significance of the complicated faulted regions about the 

C;'.zdiere Falls and Hogsback, on either side the Gloucester fault, but it is 

to be noted that a re--alignment of the Eardley and Rockcliffe faults would bring 

these together as one region. 

There is nothing to suggest the relative time of the forming of the 

Ht^zeldean fault. 
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Chapter V 

Industrial Uses 

Buildinf Stone  

The Nepean sandstone, often cemented with silica, is very resistant 

to weather and makes a durable building stone. Because of its hardness it is 

e:zpensive to work, so that it is not so widely used as its strength and beauty 

warrant. Because of the bold discoloration, and the coarseness of the sand with 

the consequent roughness of the surface it is more suitable for large public 

'uildings than for individual houses. It has been used in Ottawa for the exterior 

3f a number of the Government buildings, for several churches, and for a few smaller 

+.~ildings. There are a number of quarries in the sandstone only one of which has 

bee: developed to any extent. The smaller ones are for very local use in the 

Rm ediate neighborhood. At the present rate of consumption there is a supply of 

;he sandstone for many years to come. 

The Ottawa formation provides some hard pure limestones suitable for 

"wilding purposes, though it is not so durable as the Nepean sandstone. The thick 

o ds of the Leray, Rockland and Hull horizons which occur below the abrupt break at 

the base of Sherman Fall, and most of the beds of the Cobourg horizons above the 

':^errnan galls were used for this purpose until superseded by brick of which there is 

plentt-a1 and cheaper supply. The various horizons of this limestone are to be 

found along the Montreal road, throughout the Hull area and near City View. 

Some of the heavy.dolomitic beds near the top of the Pamelia horizon of 

';he Ottawa limestone are used locally for building but they are too limited for 

commercial development. The beds of Ottawa limestone including the top of the 

Pamelia, the whole of the Lowville and the base of the Leray horizons have been used 

for making a rough tile, with air spaces,,which is used for an inter-wall in building. 

There is a plentiful supply of this material wherever the Lowville horizon outcrops. 

Cement 

The Hull and Upper Rockland horizons of the Ottawa limestone are suitable 

for Portland cement. The Canada Cement Company's plant at Hull, Quebec, in recent 

years has greatly multiplied its equipment and its output. The supply of this rock 

is limited  to the vicinity of Hull and the faulted area on either side of the 

Montreal road: 



• 	• 

âca? ~:etal 

All the formations except the Billings and the grey shale phase of 

the Carlsbad are suitable for road metal and many new quarries have been opened 

up temporarily all across the area as the improvement of roads has progressed. 

The Nepean sandstone forms a good base, but not a good surface. When the sand 

in it is firmly cemented it is too sharp and hard, when loosely cemented it breaks 

ûown into sand. Both the Billings and ohaly beds of the Carlsbad are used locally 

but they/powder away. The upper parts of the Carlsbad contain enough dolomite 

to re'oe them more durable. There is an abundant supply of consolidated road 

material limestones and dolomites,in most parts of the area. Even those parts 

which are covered with an overmantle of loose material are not so far from a 

supoly as to ' *e totage charges very expensive. 

Gravels of maraine, beach and river origin occur in many places across 

the region and are used extensively in surfacing gravel roads. 

• 
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For Drillers. 
: 	~ 	c.! ..1•.: ,; 	~.._ . r 

i~. ~~1<~ ~`.,~.~.v.•_ ."-! 

This appendix is a summary of those facts which may be of p:acticaal use 

for drillers. It will nedessarily be in part a brief repetition. 

The areas of distribution have not been repeated because each tiller 

is interested primarily in that part of the area in which he is working 

surface formation at each boring position can be obtained from the map. Each of 

the older formations underlies the succeeding one so that a boring from any given 

formation will pass through each preceding older formation before reaching the 

Precambrian. For example a boring begun in the Rockcliffe will pass through what 

depth of that formation exists at the locality taken, then through the Oxford, 

March and Nepean to the Precambrian. A boring begun in the Carlsbad will pass 

through the whole succession in the region before it reaches the Precambrian. 

There is no discussion here of the heavy inintle of boulder till, clay 

and sand which overlie the bedrocks. 

The bedrocks of the area, included in this map and report, from the 

oldest to the youngest are Precambrian, possibly upper Cambrian, and Ordovician in 

age. For purposes of description the Palaeozoic rocks may be divided into o:ee.:al 

formations according to their litholo . There are at least nine of theca formations 

one or more of which underlies every part of the area where the Pre-Caabraa iL 

covered. Each of the nine formations described comes to the surface a; one locality 

or another and each can be distinguished from the preceding one by differences in 

lithology that are sufficiently marked to be evident in well cuttings. 

These formations record seseral different invasions of the sea over 

broad expanses of the continent. Each of the invading seas deposited sed Tnents on 

its floor, the coarser, heavier ones near the shore,the fine insoluble ones fa,thpr 

out, and limestones wherever and whenever the waters was sufficiently saturated with 

carbonate of lime to cause precipitation of the carbonate. The retreating sea left 

these deposits. 

Each of the formations is separated from the one below or above by a 

change in sedimentation whose character indicates either that a definite deepening 

or shallowing of the sea took place altering the nature of the deposits, or that 

emergence and consequent erosion Of the lower beds occurred before deposition 	c'aa 

overlying beds. These evidences of erosion are thought to record pariode of ti 
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du 	.g which the sea had completely or. almost completely withdrawn from the region. 

In,each case when the sedimentary deposits'bad thus emerged from the bed of the 

retreating ocean, they were exposed to the action of heat, wind, frost and running 

water. The upper part of the beds was altered chemically, worn down or carried away. 

When the sea again invaded the shoreline moved inward over the worn surface of the 

beds laid down by ithe previous sea. These older underlying beds would be further wo n 

away at the margin of the water. Therefore the invasion of a sea is marked by deposits 

of sand or larger rock fragments overlain by shale and limestone. In places the lower 

part of the limestone beds is deposited in thin layers interbedded with sand or shale 

and the upper part in the form of uninterrupted beds of purer limestone. The several 

invasions of the sea are marked thus in the rocks by evidences of erosion at the 

point where the base of the newer deposit resta upon the older 

The lithological divisions of formations differs from that used in former 

publications on the geology of Ontario, and has been adopted for convenience in 

mapping and describing the rocks and for practical application in the geological 

interpretation of drill records. It has been the custom to follow the divisions of 

the rocks in New Yark State which were studied earlier. The New York divisions are 

based upon the time scale as recorded by, the succession of the fossil.f^'les in some 

cases irrespective of the presence of absence cf lithologicel change. These divisions 

are represented on the map by a broken line marking their boundary within one colour© 

Thickness of the Formations. 

To obtain data on the thickness of formations an examination was. made of 

the records of all wells available, including several deep wells, six of them within 

the city of Ottawa, one at Bamsayville, and another at Carlsbad Springs just east of 

the whole region. The Carlsbad well begins higher up in the section than any within 

the area. It consequently shows a more complete section of rock. Its depth is 

1920 feet. It reaches but does not pass through the Nepean sandstone. The thicknesses 
In the scvera/ we//5.  

shown by the well borings vary somewhatA  There are several reasons for this. Sand 

is always piled irregularly by waves and currents. The same is true of materials 

which form shale, though in a lesser degree. Again, if a fault is the result of 

pressure instead of tension the firm competent limestones will resist to a'certaiu 

point, but the less coherent shales and sandstones near the fault will yield and 

become thicker. Something of this nature seems to have taken place in the vicinity 
lcGkc/iffe eha/es are more that, ciou6/e their /7arrrla./ thickness, The o ther 

of the Union Station, Ottawa, where a .boring shows theilformations here have also 

been thickened but to a much lees degree. In places also the beds near a fault line 
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f be highly tilted. In such a case a boring would p.ss obliquely through the 

beds making them appear to be thicker than normal. 

There are two outstanding factors to be considered in calculating the 

probable depths at which a drill may strike any given formation. First the 

variability of the nature of some of the beds which would make recognitionoubtfulm 

Second, tome seas invaded from the east, and some from the north and west. 

sea from the east in its invasion and retreat necessarily covered the land to the 

east for a longer time than that to the west. Hence the deeosits will be thicker 

towards the east. This is strikingly shown by the comparative thickness of the 
Beekroanfawn format/4 /7 6 
e 	=fa_ i '- 	:tea in different regions. It is some thousands of feet thick in the 

Its reyoresenfaf,ve the Oxford de/ornite, / 

Champlain valley; 350 feet thick at Carlsbad, 275 feet at the Aerodrome well and 

averages 230 at Ottawa. The Ottawa limestone on the other hand was deposited in a 

sea that invaded from the southwest, west and north® and therefore is thicker 

towards the west. The duration of the sea depositing the Ottawa formation  was 

presumably much longer and its rate of transgression more gradual, for the decrease 

in thickness of the Ottawa limestone from west to east is more gradual. 

Descriptions of Formations., 

The bedrock formations or subdivisions of the Palaeozoic rocks in ~~he 

area discussed from the youngest to-the oldest are: 

Carlsbad she1  e 
Billings shale 
Eastview limestone 
Ottawa limestone 
St. Martin limestone 

and shale 
Rockcliffe shale and 

sandstone 
Oxford dolomite 
*march dolomite and sn 

sandstone 
Nepean sandstone 

 

3g5 feet 
215 feet 
20 feet 

700 feet 

 

'0 - 20 feet 

 

 

140 -160 feet 
230 feet 

 

25 feet 
o - 2g0 feet 

 

    

Total 1735 ~ 2015 feeta 

Each formation is a lithological unit, at least in a general way. It is often 

difficult to determine where the dividing line between two formations should be 

placed, for alterations in marine deposits due to a change in sea level are more 

or less, gradual or in the case of an intervening period of erosion the sand or 

other materials deposited by one sea may have been reworked and redeposited along 

with the remains of life of a later sea. For e:ple a part of the sandstone at 

the top of the Nepean sandstone may have been deposited by the sea which laid the 

Nepean sandstone, or by an incoming sea, which deposited the March formation. Or 
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the change in lithology may have been due to a.deepening sea. There is no 

conclusive evidence for any one of these interpretations, Because of this 

uncertainty and for convenience in swapping, the dividing line, in this particular 

case, is placed at the point where the dolomite occurs in sufficient proportions to 

make it easily recognizable in the field, that is, at the lise where there e a 

marked lithological change. 

Precambrian rocks, consisting of granite, gneiss, crystalline limestone 

et cetera everywhere underlie the Palaeozoic strata 	.utcrop on the western part 
and a/so ex/end 

of the northern boundary of the area,t 	- 

long narrow spur 	 to Nepean township. They are not described in this 

report. 

Nepean sandstone.  The Nepean sandstone is light buff, weathers grey, and is 

mottled with irregular rust spots. Throughout it is made up of coarse silica sand. 

In some places it contains small pebbles. Individdal beds range in thickness from 

an inch to several feet. The sandstone is generally cemented with silica making 

it very hard to work. In places there is lime or iron oxide in the cement which 

dissolves after continuous exposure leaving loose sand at the surface. 
Yhe 

The sandstone has a wide range in thickness. In ADundonald well, corner 

of Somerset and Bay streets, Ottawa, it is 280 feet thick. In the Aerodrome ell 

east of the city it is only 33 feet thick. In an exposure on lot 3, Concession II, 

March township it is only a few inches thick. There are several reasons for such 

variations in thickness; the unevenness of the floor upon which it was deposited - 

the hills and valleys of the ancient Precambrian rocks, sandstone filling up a valise 

valley would naturally be thicker than that laid down upon a hilltop; in places, 

glacial action may have eroded the tops of buried Precambrian knobs bevelling the 

edge of the sandstone lying .upon it; if a period of erosion intervened between the 

deposition of the Nepean sandstone and that of the succeeding formation the 

exposed sandstone may have been unevenly eroded; or, in plates the Nepean sand-

stone may have been dune sand. Thus it is impossible to estimate the exact thi k-

ness of the sandstone at any particular placed 

A definite unconformity marks the contact of the Nepean sandstone and 

the Pre-cambrian below it. The sea in which this sandstone was laid down came 

from the east, transgressing slowing over the eroded Precambrian rocks. Its 

shoreline moved southwestward up what is now the St. Lawrence trough, so slowly 

that the eastern part of the continent lay under the sea for many years, probaW"?y 
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fo, many hundreds of years before the sea invaded the Ottawa valley. This IS shown 

by the great increase in thickness of the sediments deposited to the east before 

this region was submerged. In the deposition basin of this area the sea was 

continuously shallow. Around its margin the older rocks were worn away and t'Ye 

insoluble sand deposited on the sea floor. 

The name "Nepean" ryas taken from Nepean township in which lie the large 

quarries. 

March - The March is a thin formation consisting of thick beds of coarse grey sa.nd- 

stone interbedded with blue-grey sandy dolomite layers, both weathering a dark 

rusty brown. It has a thickness of about 25 to 30 feet. The base of the formation 

is placed at the lowest layer of 'dolomite. This is difficult to define in some 

places because the lower resistant sandstone beds are often widely exposed and are 

very similar to the Nepean. The follea,tion is transitional between the Nepean 

sandstone and the Oxford dolomite, but it is considered a unit because its character-

istic features are persistent throughout a very large area and it is a water-bearing 

horizon. 

It has generally been considered that the sea which deposited these 

transitional beds of the March, flooded the continent after a period of erosion of 

the Nepean sand. If so, the upper bed of the Nepean sandstone would have been 

reworked and redeposited by this second' advancing sea. There is no decisive evidence 

as to such. a sequence. It is equally probably that there was no break, that the sea 

depositing the Nepean sandstone below did not, recede but became considerably dee_ier 

in this region,eccumulating more soluble minerals which it precipitated periodically 

when ,sufficiently saturated. A period of precipitation would be followed by a 

further distribution of the sand with which it 'was still in contact at its margin. 

Gradually the sand was covered. 

The formation is named. from March township where there are numerous 

exposures of it. 

Oxford - The Oxford formation overlies the March and is overlain by the Rockcliffe. 

It is made up of heavy rusty-weathering beds of dove-grey limestone, magaesian 

limestone and blue-grey dolomites, becoming dark coloured and somewhat shaly towards 

the top. The magnesian,li.mestone is.an altered limestone in which a small part of 

the calcium carbonate has been 2eplaced_by the magnesium carbonate. The dolomite 

is a limestone in which the process has been carried still farther. Borings in 

different parts of Ottawa city show that there is a lateral change from limeetcne 

to dolomite and that in some.places this occurs rather abruptly. 
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The arerage thickness of the foseketion at the city (of Ottawa "is 210 feet. 

As mentioned above the formation thins to the west and thickens to the east. Tr. 

Yepeen and Gouldbourn townships many feet of the upper layers have been planed off, 

At Carlsbad just east of the area a boring shows a thickness of 350 feet and it 

becomes still thicker farther to the east. 

The contact between the Oxford and March is placed above the last aeepearience 

ance of sand in any quantity. There is no definite break between them. The sea 

was becoming somewhat deeper during the time when the March formation was being 

laid down. Subsidence continued during the deposition of the Oxford formation. 
to the s°Lath 

5'ea •ecsme bràadern and penetrated farther into the continent, until it met a 

narrow invasion from the Gulf of Mexico. and farther west. At no time very deep, it 

again became shallower, depositing the more shaly dark material at the top of the 
wa /Iv /ndde 	 .~ 

Oxford. ThenAit withdrew entirelsyX from this reyion, a/though /74"" 

The name Oxford is taken from Oxford township in which were first found 

the fossils which established its Beeknantown age. 

Rockcliffe — The Rockcliffe formation overlies the Oxford and is overlain on the 

western part of the area by the base of the Ottawa limestone, on the eastern half 

by the St. Martin. Most of the formation is grey but in places it has a greenish 

tinge. To the west of the area mapped, higher up Ottawa  river the formation. it 

dark red. It is composed mostly of shal  é frequently with a sandy texture. Within. hin. 

the shales are lenses of grey sandstone' which is much f ineregrained than the 4 eanQ 

The lenses are from a fraction of an inch to 15 feet or more in thickness a`nd 
a • 	%ens 

•vary  considerably in lateral extent. In some places where t::e sandstone,lies 

directly upon the Oxford dolomite the lowest layer is a conglomerate made up of 

small pebbles of quartz, dolomite, derived from the underlying formations and seen 

shale, probably derived from the formation itself and carried from elsehwere The 

relatively limited amount of sandstone reflects the fact that the shoreline of the  

sea advanced over limestone and dolomite, instead of over sandstone or Precambrian 

rocks. 

The Rockcliffe formation is somewhat thicker in some places tier in 

others as is shown by records of the city wells. This may be due to the nature 

of the beds themselves. Shale is less resistant to pressure and tension than 

limestone or dolomite, so that the Rockcliffe shale and sandstone is deformed in 

places near a fault line. Then, the basal 10 to 15 feet of the succeeding formation 

is also sRndy and shaly, and it is very difficult to separate them. Thus in some 



well sections either the Rockcliffe itself is somewhat thicker than in others, .or 

the sandstone and shales may include more than the Rockcliffe formation. The  

total thic'_ess of the shales and sandstones averages about 160 feet. About 

145 feet of this belongs to the Rockcliffe° 

There is a disconformity between the Rockcliffe and the Oxford which 

represents a period of erosion between the emergence of the Oxford sediments 

the subsidence which preceeded the invasion of the sea depositing the Rockcliffe. 

Like the preceding inundation this invasion care from the east, where also like 
reach rng 

the preceding one, it existed a long time before 	4, the Ottawa vall=ey. Its 

long duration elsewhere is indicated by the occurrence in the Champlain valley o±' 

nearly 900 feet of older strata deposited by this invasion. Even this is not the 

whole thickness, for there is evidence that the top was worn off. The sea 

covered the Ottawa area only towards the end of its continental invasion. The 

rocks became less muddy towards the end of the invasion when the few limestones 

were deposited. Then this sea also withdrew° 

The name "Rockcliffe" is taken from Rockcliffe Park, Ottawa where i444.2 

a succession of the shales and limestones is exposed. 

St. Martin - The St. Martin in this area contis is of very impure somewhat dolomitic 

limestone interbedded with thin layers of sandy shales and impure sandstones. 

Towards the top there are two or three dolomitic beds from 8 inches to 2 feet in 

thickness. The few outcrops known weather to a dark brown and are very much 

disinte mated. 

The formation is inserted as a thin wedge between the Rockcliffe an.d 

the Ottawa formations. It apparently does not extend across the whole area It 

has not been recognized west of the city of Ottawa, but outcrops east of the city 

and thickens considerably farther east 

No complete section of the St. Martin is. exposed, and because of its 

variable nature and similarity to the beds below and the basal Ottawa abode, 

very difficult to detect in borings. Its relative position, however, between the 

underlying and overlying beds allows for a maximum thickness of approximately 

20 feet. 

The St. Martin bas : deposited by the same invasion as laid down the 

Rockcliffe formation. The beds in this area might be included with that =onratione 
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for only the thin margin of the formation is present. Farther down the O ttae . 

and in the St. Lawrence valleys it becomes a comparatively thick and pure limetone. 

For this reason this thin marginal wedge has been considered as a separate for.. 

ation. The change in litholo r is due to a gradually deepening sea with a coa:ee ent 

difference in supply of depositing material. 

Ottawa - The thick Ottawa limestone is medium grey, generally a little light in 

tone than the Oxford formation. The basal beds consist of sandy layers, inter. 

bedded with shales and containing a few thin dark calcareous bands. These belle ar 

succeeded by .impure limestones, interbedded with shales and a number of thiok bows • 

of rusty weathering dolomite which higher up give place to purer thick-beddedl 

limestones with a very few shaly partings. About 250 to 260 feet above the base 

there is a rather abrupt change from limestone to dark shale and Mealy ?_ :estone. 
uP a.rd 

Thin-bedded limestones and shales follow, the shale decreasing te.warc  the .op, 

the limestones becoming thicker-bedded and purer. Limestones with occasional 

shaly partings make up the upper part of the formation. A few topmost `Deis are 

less pure and weather rubbly where exposed. 

lie Ottawa formation is approximately 700 feet thick. Of this thick-

ness the sandy layers at the base constitute about 15 feet, though an occasional 

layer of sand occurs as high as 4O feet. The interbedded shale and 11: stone beds 

with occasional dolomite continue for approximately 100 feet a.00ve the 	and 

the pure limestone beds for another 150 to 160 feet to a point where dark shale 

appears interbedded with thin dark limestone beds. The shales and thin limestones 

continue for about 100 feet, the shales being dominant in the lower 25 feet oniy-C 

Most of the remaining beds, about 355 feet arethick layers of grey limestone;  with 

occasional shaly partings. 

The contact of the Ottawa with the underlying formations is diffic.zl : 

to distinguish in this region. It is variable in its own nature and it over- 

lies the Rockcliffe sandstones and shales west of the city, and the St. Martin 

marg,pal sandstones, shales and thin bands of limestone east of the city. It is 

more distinct farther down the Ottawa valley where the St. Martin Below it is 

a purer limestone.• 

It is probable that a short erosional interval separated the receding of 

the sea that deposited the Rockcliffe and St. Martin, and the encroachment of the 

subsequent sea. The invading sea in which the Ottawa limestone was deposited: cm.74 

from the west and the south, first entering Ontario in the Kingston region. 	t 
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moved over the Rockcliffe formation west, and St. martin east of the city. 

of the  derosifs 

Slight change in the lithole;nr and a change in the meagre fossil content is 
the eenfad 

recognised where the contact is exposed, but 	is indistinguishable in sh 

sediments from a well boring. The impure limestones of these basal beds of the 

Ottawa formation occur as far east as Mentreal. The sea gradually became deeper 

and spread over large areas of New York State. It was joined by an invasion 

which entered eastern Ontario by way of Lake Champlain and the St. L .,rence-

trough. sinally the continent was so depressed that the sea sprdad south from 

Hudson bay. ,Vast areas were covered. The great thickness of these limestones 

would indicate that the submergence over the Ottawa region must have lasted far 

a long period. Then it is thought the sea again withdrew. 

The formation is called °OttawaU because of its great development 

within the city of Ottawa. 

Eastview - The East' iew is dark brown almost black, rusty-weathering limestone, 

generally rather fine-gained with occasional large secondary calcite crystals, 

thick-bedded with shaly partings at the base, becoming thin-bedded with consider-

able interbedded shale at the top. It is only 20 feet in thickness, hiltt ,where 

it outcrops it is distinct from the Ottawa below it. 

The contact of the .L.astview and the Ottawa is not expoeed a..,, c;:tee e :,n. 

the Ottawa sheet. It is not possible from its occurrence in this region e prove 

whether it was deposited during a shallowing phase of the sea which farmed ene 

Ottawa limestone or after a period of erosion. There are conditions tin_ 

Manitoulin island that suggest the latter case. The source of the sediments of 

the two formations certainly differed. 

The formation underlies the village of Eastview from which its :tee 

has been taken. 

Billines - The Billings formation is entirely shale, dark brown for 15 or 20 feet 

above the base, followed by friable dark grey almost black shales. 

The exact thickness of the whole formation is not known, but it pr t:foly 

is about 215 feet. These shales are in the main confined to a large trian_g;.lar 

downfaulted block, with apex at the city of Ottawa and diverging sides passing 

beyond the eastern margin of the region. The down-faulted block is tiedslightly 

to the south and east so that the farther in this direction a well is placed, the 

greater the thickness of the shales to be penetrated. The walls in the centre 

the city, within this block begin in the lower brown shales, but those to the oenth 
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The waters w,thdrary tawards Hua'son by 
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and southeast begin in the Carlsbad overlying the Billings. 

The position of the contact bete:een the Billings and the Eastviet is 

arbitrary. It is placed for convenience where the limestone bands pracicaliy 

disappear. The deposition of the two formations was continuous but there was 

considerable change in depth and probably some change in the source of material. 

these formations is su000sed to have invaded the 
nartA an a' depression ta t.27e South of Oftawa made 

a end enter from the Gulf of "Mexico. Wiese 
re9ia n, 

conditions are deduced from the presence of the lower brown shale beds from Baffin-

land in the north to Ontario, Quebec and south to New York State, and by the 

occurrence of the upper beds from the Gulf of Mexico to the margin of the Laurentian 

highlands. 

Carlsbad - The Carlsbad consists of interbedded dark shales, grey shales, an thin 

rusty weathering dolomitic hands. The actual contact with the Billings below has 
fro rr? 

not been seen, butAthe nature of two outcrops apparently near the contact It is 

thought the transition is gradual. Its thickness is estimated as 3,g5 feet. The 

Carlsbad like the Billings is affected by the slight tilting of the down ro sped 

block. The farther to the southeast a well is placed the greater the th_Ckne :s of 

Carlsbad shales to be penetrated. The well at Carlsbad Springs shows the combined 
here 

Carlsbad and Billings to be 600 feet. 

The sea that deposited the Carlsbad is supposed to have invaded the 

continent from the Gulf of Mexico. 

Geological Structure of the. socks 

The cross sections accompanying the map show some of the conditions t__ . 

exist beneath the surface. The horizontal and vertical scale are given. ~ne 

section has been worked out by means of the logs of drill holes and by an examin tien 
And 
eÊ mapping of the rocks that outcrop along or near the lines of section= 

These sediments were originally horizontal on the floor of the various 

seas. If they had remained so the last formation deposited would cover the surface 

with the succession occurring in regular order beneath it so that the water-:Searing 

horizon would be at a known constant level. In which case the water would not flow. 

But, the rocks are tilted in many sections and much rock has been worn away by 

weathering. To know the depth of a water-bearing horizon or to the granite it is 

necessary to know in what formation drilling is began at the surface, and at what 

angle, if any, the racks are tilted, Formations penetrated oblia_uely by a drill 

will appear to be thicker than normal. The irregularity is caused by faulting. 
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Faulting may be due to several cauees: the movement of internal molten rocke 

the more usual shrinking of the earth's crust. Both set up stresses and st :.:. 

which accumulate, and suddenly or gradually the pressure or tension is 7:. eer 

than the resistance of the crust. The rocks break and move laterally, ,crtically er 

obliquely in the direction which will relieve the pressure or strain. Tieee e4ove. 

rents with their accompanying rupture or faulting of bedrock have occurred at 
There are 

least once, it may be two or three times in the Ottawa area. Mee numerous 

resulting faults crossing the area, four of them, comparatively long and showing 

considerable movement, several minor ones, and doubtless numerous undetected one_•. 

The larger faults take the form of en arc having the displacement greatest in the 

middle and decreasing at both ends. In two places, at Hogsback, and from Ch.a:;e.:_ere 

Falls to Val Tetreau, there is a very complicated faulting region, only the general 

trends of which are shown. 

The Eardley fault f lleve the course of the Precambrian, separating the 

the highlands from the plain north and east of Aylmer. The highlands have been 

thrust up or the plain dropped down. There is no data to indicate whether or not 

there was lateral movement. The youngest rocks exposed on the Plain are the 

farthest north outcrops on the Klock road. They are approximately 114.0  feet above 

the base of the Ottawa limestone. From the gentle regional dip towards the fault 

line it is probable that between this and the fault a few still younger beds under-

lie the overmantle. From this point to the line of the river curving from 

Breckenridge to Bernie rapids the dip brings up older and older beds, which means, 

that in general, the depth to the granite lessens in positions progressively ne_.rer 

the river. The oldest beds exposed are a few feet at the very top of the Oxford 

which outcrops in two or three patches along the shore at low water. 

The Hazeldean fault enters the area near Carp and crosses in an easterly 

directs n gradually disappearing. The farthest east indication of it is seen in 

lot 26, Concession II, the Gore, Gloucester township. The downthrow side of this 

fault like that of the Eardley fault lies to the south of the fault line. The 

regional dip of the rocks is towards the fault. The youngest outcrops, extending 

from north of Hazeldean to about a mile north of Old Stitsville and again out-

cropping near Fallowfield, are also about 140 feet above the base of the Ottawa. 

The irregularity of the occurrence of these outcrops is due to warping of the 

beds in the neighborhood of the fault which also must be considered in calculating 



,o depth at which a given fornatien can be reached. It is likewise probable 

that there are younger beds between these oxoosures and the fault line, particularly 

towards the western part of the area, but their thickness is difficult to ascertain 

on account of the overmantle and the lack of drill records. A minor fault enters 

from the west and crosses Concessions IV and V Huntley making a maximum disturb- 

ance of 60 to 70 feet in adjacent rocks. 

The distance between the last outcrops of Ottawa limestone east of 

Fallowfield and the first outcrops of the March farther east does not allow for 

the occurrence of the intervening formations at the surface. This fact and the 

presence of several exposures of Oxford dolomite respectively 7 and 9 miles south 

of Falloe ield suggest the existence of a concealed fault, almost north-south lying 

to the east of Fallowfield. 

One of the most striking feature in the area due to crustal disturbance 

is the large down-dropped block in the eastern half of the region. This block is 

bounded on the west by SL curved fault zone in one place made up of a large fault 

and a prominent subsidiary onel in other places the major fault is flanked by 

numerous small faults. The east side of the block is bounded by a broken major fault. 

The fault to the west of the :own-dropped block is first seen in the 

north at Fairy lake. At Val Tetreau, on the north side of Ottawa river, four or 

five small faults lie to the east of the main one and form a fault zone nearly 

4JO feet wide. From this place the fault zone crosses Ottawa river and traverses 

Lazy bay on the south side of the river. It is marked by upturned blocks on 

Young street and crosses Carling Avenue at the beginning of the rise of Carling 

Avenue hill near the Experimental Farm. It passes through the Farm and crosses 

the Rideau river at the railway bridge about one mile west of Billings Bridge. 

From there it curves southeast passing to the east of Hogsback and crossing the 

Morrisburg road south of Leitrim, continuiztg in Ee direction a little south of e et 

until it crosses the eastern margin of the area. This zone of faulting is known 

as the Gloucester fault because it extends across Gloucester township. From a 

comparison of the formations brought against one another as a result of faulting 

it has been found that the downthrow side is on the east side of the fault. On 

the west side of this fault in the vicinity of Hogsback lies one of the complicated 

faulted regions of which only general trends are eiven. 

The Rockcliffe fault to the east is a broken fault. Each section, 

stepped progressively farther east, varies in length, and has a maximum drop in the 
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ere middle which decreases towards the ends. The fault cuts the cliff at 

east side of Governor's 'gay, iockcliffe, and crosses the hillside back. 	the ski- 

jump. Tilting of the beds on the west side of this fault is evident to the soa.th 

of the north-jutting curve of the tracks beyond the car-barn. This praticular 

outcrop is a tilted block lying between the Rockcliffe fault ana a small subsie.tary 

one which crosses Government Souse grounds. The fault crosses Springfield. road 

just east of Mapië avenue and skirts the west side of Beechreod ridge, c-roeeing 

the Montreal road near the first road north to the river less than a mile ea, t 

of Notre Dame- cemetery, and peters out under the overmantle southeast of thy. 

Montreal road. The fault is covered by surface deposits on the north side cf 

Ottawa river, but its projection would traverse the low!-lying land throug which 

flows the stream draining Leamy lake. The next section to the east, almost 

parallel in direction, crosses the Montreal road near the Aerodrome road. let'. r 

crosses the Montreal road near the junction of the Skead road east of the larva 

carries and still another about a mile farther east. The last semi-parallel 

fault in the region crosses the Montreal road east of Orleans. Along this b.-o"--n 

s►ockcliffe fault also, there are a number of undetected faults, a few of whi h have: 

been suggested on the map by broken lines. To calculate the depth of a orater 

horizon or to the granite in this region it is necessary to note the -;:ciiicn -f 

the boring with relation to the various sections of this broken fault. 

The block lying between the Gloucester and broken :oc eliffe fault 

—roughly triangular having its apex somewhere north of Fairy lake, and its  

sides respectively directed southeast and east beyond the area. The whole block 

dips gently towards the southeast so that younger and younger beds are zr.t 

surface in that direction. The Gloucester fault on the west of the b' eek ha-s a 

hinge-like effect. The beds to the west of the fault dip towards the north aea 

west so that the farther a position lies along the fault line away from the apee of 

the block the greater the difference of the level of any one bed. This diffe:ore? 

in the elevations of identical formations within the doivafaulted block and just 

west of the Gloucester fault increases from 100 feet at Fairy lake to 1600 or 

1700 feet on the eastern margin of the area. The oldest beds of the triangalar 

block lie near the apex and are 230 to 240 feet above the base of the Otta..a lime- 

stone. Older beds may occur under the heavy mantle covering the extreme tip of 

the block. Southeasterly the sequence within the block is interrupted by the 

very complicated area, mentioned above, lying between the Chaudiere and. Val Te:raa , 



• 
and a few minor faults which l:a'.rve the scarp along the eolith b'...^k of tyle river 

in the north part of the city. One fault crosses from the north of Phil 

island to the promontory at the and of :Lent street. Another fault:  f rs_ evL=e^t 

near the old Supreme Court building, crosses Wellington street and trerds t_wards 

the Union Station. It is probable that another fault extends along the depression 

through which Rideau canal enters Ottawa river. There are doubtless many other 

faults. A few smaller faults have been revealed by records of borin_; which 

snow different levels of the save formation in wells which are only a short 

distance apart; for example, a difference in elevation of the same formation is 

shown in Ottawa Dairy and Dundonald wells. Close to the Gloucester fault and 

within the downfaulted block is another small semi-parallel fault. :either the 

Gloucester fault nor this_ smaller one has as great  a down-throw as the corres_ en_d•• 

ing position of the fault on the east of the block, but the two together arc 

equivalent to it. The rocks on the upthrow side of the smaller fault are ezp•3se_ 

on Fifth avenue, near Bronson avenue. They form the hill on Carling Ateenc 

just west of Bronson and the escarpment overlooking the "Flats", and ezterdine• 

to the river. Between these two faults lies a narrow downdro-oned block wlei ^h en 

the north connects with the comelicated region between the Chaudiere and Val 

Tetreau mentioned. above. There are doubtless other concealed faults. The 

bevelled off shale beds begin near the centre of the city becoming thicker and 

thicker towards the south and east until at Carlsbad the combined shales ha ea 

a thickness of 600 feet so that as mentioned above the farther in that direction 

drilling begins the deeper lies the granite or any given bed. 
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Figure  1. ,Alua.rry_--in Nepean scsiùs tone c'<,  

. Fibare 2. Potroles, -discioyed.._benee,th surface mortle on Lemieux island. 
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Figure 1. St. Martin formation. The only exposure in the Ottawa .r .4,. 

Figure 2. Bockcliffe fault at Governor's bay, 8ockcliffe Park. 
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Chapter :i 

General G-eoïor 

By 
Wilson 

soh ct 

The bedrocks of the Ottawa Area, from oldest to youngest, are Pre3e:briar, 

~a X1,1, -` .cGic 
possitrly-Upper- Crmbrian-and-Ordovician in age. For purposes of descriwticn 

rocks 
the Palaeozoic may be divided into several formations according to their lithoIo ?. 

There are at. least seven of these Palaeozoic formations underlying the city and 

its immediate neighborhood. The three lowest formations do not come to :a 

surface within the area of the accompanying map but are found in boring,. 

can be seen at the surface both east and west of the city. Two additions-.l 

l ..:,- E;cf* -/i-. crrorePriF yo t ,r 	:;~ 	1 .rra? a:r  

formations, -not-incluc.ed-here, occur to the east and south. 
l 
Each of the seva 

formations described is distinguished from the preceding one by differenc:z 

lithology that are sufficiently marked to be evident in well cutting8. 

These formations record several different invasions of the sea o-rz;r brcz .. 

expanses of the continent as it existed in Palaeozoic time. ÿ¢ch of t.-.e invading 

seas deposited sediments on its floor, the coarser, heavier ones: near: the 

the fine insoluble ones farther out, and limestones wherever and whenever t'_e 

water was sufficiently saturated with carbonate of lime to cause precipitation 

of the carbonate. The retreating seas left these deposits. 

J»cr 2<azo~C 	i 
se 	e'm-en7-a9 17 .'1 `1 'f L 	vs. V_ 	• _ ;r ( o. 

The oldest formation is Upper Cambrian or earliest Ordovician in age c-.i 
A 	 A 

rests on Precambrian rocks Similar to those that outcrop on the Laurentian 

upland north of the Ottawa valley. The surface of the Precambrian rocks ris 

fcz/C eozo!c 	:? :-ra~'rc` 
deeply weathered and worn down before the first„sedimentary-rock. was de_oo 

ana each of the succeeding formations is •sep rated from the one below by a 
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change in sedimentation-whose chara.cterA LndicGt-e3- ei-ther- that s_-definite drarcni: g 

or 0ra11 curing of-the see. gook place altering the nature of the deposits cr that: 

dY 6e1 C riel,{/i.ce Of 
as in- the---case--of--the - Prec .mbrian,. erOsion of the lower beds took-place before 

deposition of the overlying beds. These, evidence of erosion-are—thought-to 

a -nc. Î{,e 	f7Q )t.^.CS /?t C-/la. rQ.0 f./ (,-;1 1/& 	c , )1îC7722. 	 C<, ceé 7;, ?? , 7! 

'edig.1Zf 6YJ S 	)14 011  W '1/24 	/' 	.';.2 ioae k.idoF 	 t, 146 1n!74,Yr: oil il7c 4.'4 , ;72. 

withdrawn from the region. In each case when the sedimentary deposits had thus 

emerged from the bed of the retreating ocean, they were exposed to the action of 

heat: wind, frost and running water. The upper part of the beds was altered 

chemically, worn down or carried away. Men the sea again invaded, the shoreline 

moved inward over the worn surface of the beds laid down by the previous sea. 

(4.n de ry'n9 
These olderL beds would be further worn away at the margin of the water. Therefore 

4,sa- ra/e . 
the invasion of a sea ̂is marked by deposits of sand or larger rock fragment 

overlain by shale and limestone. In places the lower part of the limestone beds 

is deposited in thin layers interbedded with sand or shale, and the upper part 

rel~' ee7_ 0 	ye! AC ; 

in the form of uninterrupted beds of purer limestones. The £verali, fnvaticr_s of 

) 1 Ae yra ii a Vez. 
the seaAare marked thus in the rocks by evidence of erosion at the point where 

the base of the newer deposit rests upon the olderati .ei  

//E sad a :)iz  

Th-. e.. lithologicol division of formations differs from that used in former 

publications on the geology of Ontario, and has been adopted for convenience in 

mapping and describing the rocks and for practical application in the geological 

interpretation of well records. It has been the custom to follow the divisions 

of the rocks in New York State, which were studied earlier. The New York 

divisions are based upon the time scale as recorded by the succession of the 

record periods of time during which the sea had completely, or almost completeiy) 



• 
fossil faunas, These time divisions ere not represented on the accompanyin` Ws;, 

but their relationship to the lithological divisions may be seen on the left ~:cG 

of the columnar section. (Figzr
..c 
e) 

/: - 
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c~ 	 Descrintion of Formations  
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The -bedrock formations or subdivisions of the Palaeozoic rocks in the 

Ottawa area, from oldest to youngest, are the Nepean sandstone, March sandstone 

rrA dolomite, the Oxford dolomite, the Rocklif£e shale and sandstone, the 

Ottawa limestone, the Eastview limestone and the Billings shale. Each formation 

is a lithological unit, at least in a general way. It is often difficult to 

determine where the dividing line between any two formations should be placed, 

c h a w r: e-s t n /fr e c cr r a el c'r' s/' 

forral-terations 	in marine deposits due to a change in sea level are -sore or 

less gradual or in the case of an intervening period of erosion the sand or 

other materials deposited by one sea may have been reworked end rede_ os_ 

along with the remains of life of a later sea. For example a part of the 

sandstone at the top of the Nepean sandstone may have been deposited by the 

d )1. 

sea which laid,̀ the Nepean sandstone, or by an incoming sea which deposited the 

March formation, Or, the change in lithology may have been due to a deepening 

sea. There is no conclusive evidence for either interpretation. Because of 

this uncertainty and for. convenience in mapping, the dividing line 7eeloreTa7 

in this part7Calar Ca. 5e 

these for io,.c is placed at the point where dolomite occurs in sufficient 

proportions to make it easily recognizable in the field, that is, at the 

point where there is a marked lithological change. The formations thus are 

i - 	 consisting at granite, 9ne/55, crysta!(ine /irnesfarre eteerera, 

J {j  only approximately defined. Precambrian rocks everywhere underlie the 
A 

Palaeozoic strata and outcrop in the northwestern Hart of the area. 	are 
Y ,J 

} 

kt-7' 
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not described in this report as none of the well water supplies is derived from them. 

Nepean sandstone. The Nepean sandstone is light buff, weathers grey and is mottled 

with irregular rust spots. Throughout it is made up of coarse silica sand. In 

some Places at its base it contains small pebbles. The individual beds range in 

thickness from an inch and a half to several feet. The sandstone is generally 

cemented with silica making it very hard to work. In a few places, there is some 

lime or iron oxide in the cement which may dissolve after long continuous exposure 

leaving loose sand at the surface. 

The sandstone has a Ride range in thickness. In an exposure on lot 3, 

Concession 11,March township it is only a few inches thick, whereas in the 

Dundonald well at the corner of Somerset and Bay street it is 280 feet thick. Ore 

reason for such variations in the thickness is that the floor of the see in which 

the sandstone was deposited was very uneven — the se ctono 9'ae laid e04r71 car foie 

hills and valleys of ancient Precambrian rocks, r'hieh c_ noict o*  

The sandstone filling up a valley we ,ld 

naturally be thicker than that laid down upon a hillside or hilltop. Againf  • 

glacial action may have eroded the tops of -burred Precambrian knobs, bevelling the 

edge of the Nepean sandstone lying 	against them. Another possible reason is 

that, if a Period of erosion intervened between the deposition of the Nepean 

sandstone and that of the succeeding formation the exposed sandstone might have 

been unevenly eroded. Thus it is impossible to estimate exactly the thickness of 

the sandstone at any particular piece. 

L definite unconformity marks the contact of the Nepean sandstone and the 

Precambrian below it. The sea in which this sandstone was laid down came Tr;;-_ 
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the east and transgressed slowly over th© eroded Precambrian rocks. Its shore--

line moved south-westward up what is now the St. Lawrence trough, so slowly that 

the eastern part of the St. Lawrence region lay under the sea for many years, 

probably for many hundreds of years, before the sea invaded the Ottawa valley. 

This is shown by the great increase-in thickness of the-previously deposited 

sedimentary rocks to the east in the part of the continent that was covered by 

the sea. It was only after all this succession was deposited that the Les-

covered the Ottawa region. In the Ottawa district the sea was shallow. Arouhd 

its margin the older rocks were worn away and the insoluble sand was deposited 

on the sea floor. 

This sandstone is referred to in this paper as "Nep©ann sandstone, 

so named because the largest quarries in it are in Nepeaz township, Cerleion 

county, Ontario. 

March. The March is a thin formation consisting of thick beds of coa.e grey 

sandstone interbedded with blue-grey sandy dolomite layers, both wenth ring a 

dark rusty brown. It has a thickness of about 25 to 30 feet. The base ci ;,;_e 

66-7- 
formation is placed at the lowest layer of dolomite, 22hî. pis difficult to &eginc 

in some places because the lower resistant sandstone beds are often rid.ely  

and are very similar to the Nepean. The formation is transitional between c'he 

Nepean sandstone and the Oxford dolomite, but is considered a unit in itcolf 

because its characteristic features are persistent thronghout a very large area 

and it is a water-bearing horizon. 

It has generally been considered that the sea which deposited these 

transitional beds of the 2 rc1, flooded the continent after a period of erosion 
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of the Nepean sand. If so, the upper bed of the Nepean sandstone would have been 

reworked and redeposited by this second advancing sea. There is no decisive; 

. evidence as to such a sequence. It is equally probable that there was no "break., 

that the sea depositing the Nepean sandstone below did not recede: but became 

considerably deeper in this region, accumulating more soluble minerals which it 

precipitated periodically when sufficiently saturated. A period of precipitation 

would be followed by a further distribution of the sand with which it was still 

in contact at its margin. Gradually the sandstone was covered. 

The March formation has considerable extent in March township, Cerleton 

county, from which it is named. 

Oxford.  The Oxford is made up of heavy rusty-weathering beds of dove-grey lime- 

stone, magnesian limestone, and blue-grey dolomite' becoming dark coloured and 

somewhat shaly towards the top. The magnesian limestone is an altered limestone 

in which a small part of the calcium carbonate has been replaced by magnesium 

carbonate. The dolomite is a limestone in which the process has been carriei still 

farther. Borings in different parts of the city show that there is a lateral 

change from limestone to dolomite and that in some places this occurs rather abre.n*;ly. 

The average thickness of the formation is approximately 230 feet. The form- 

ation thickens comparatively rapidly towards the east. To the west of the city 

where it is exposed in Nepean and Gouldbournb townships, many feet of the upper 

layers are missing. The formation thus becomes thinner towards the west. 

The contact between the Oxford and March is ?laced above the last appearance 

of send in any quantity. There is no definite break between them. The sea 

was becoming deeper during the time when the March formation was 



being laid down. Subsidence continued during deposition of the Oxford formation. 

The deeper sea became broader and penetrated farther into the continent, until 

it met a narrow invasion from the Gulf of Mexico and farther west. Towards the 

end of this period of deposition the continent again began to emerge. The 

sea became shallower depositing the more shaly dark material at the top of the 

Oxford. Than it withdrew entirely. 

The formation is named "Oxfords because the first fossils that established 

the relative Beelanantown age of the formation came from Oxford township, 

Grenville county, Ontario. 

Rockeliffe Most of the Bockcliffe formation is grey but in places it has a 

greenish tinge. At places also along the Ottawa river, above the city of Ottawa, 

the formation is dark red. It is composed mostly of shale, frequently with a 

sandy texture. Within the shales are lenses of grey sandstone which is mach 

finer grained than the Nepean sandstone. The lenses are from a fraction 3f 	ine 

to 15 feet or more thick and vary considerably in lateral extent. In some 

places where the sandstone lenses lie directly upon the Oxford dolomite thL lowest 

layer is a conglomerate made up of small pebbles of quartz, dolomite derived 

. r- 

from the underlying formation, aad green shale, probably derived from the 

formation itself and carried from elsewhere. The relatively limited fl..monnt of 

sandstone reflects the fact that the shoreline of the sea advanced over limestone 

or dolomite whereas the sea in which the Marche a&-exfa i formations were formed 

came in over the already deposited Nepean sandstone. 

The Rockcliffe formation is somewhat thicker in some places than at others 
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a.s is shown by records of the city wells. Several conditions may account for 

this. One factor is the nature of the beds themselves. Shale is less resistant 

to pressure and tension than limestone or dolomite, so that the Rockcliffe }ale 

and sandstone is deformed in places near a fault line. Another condition ie tee 

fact that the basal 10 to 15 feet of the succeeding formation are also sandy and 

shaly. The period of deposition of these younger beds was probably separated 

from that of the Rockcliffe by an erosional interval, but where the younger beds 

' 	 t> 41r r 

lie directly upon the Rockcliffe it is very difficult to separate them. A third 

e a st of the c~/ÿ 

condition is thatA a few layers of impure limestone with an occasional thick layer ~y 

of sandy dolomite interbedded with shale occur above the Rockcliffe sandstone and 

shale. 3sc 	of Lila el L/~ hese buds are the thin wedge—like margin of a limestone 

formation which becomes much thicker and contains less sand east of the Ottawa 

lias 
sheet. It i--inaea1tedAbetween the Rockcliffe and the Ottawa above it. It is 

thought that Ottawa may approximately mark its western limit. In places along.-

this margin sand and shale predominate in these layers. '. Thus in some well se ~ tior:s 

the Rockcliffe itself is somewhat thicker than in other well sections, or the 

sands tone and shales may include more than the Rockcliffe formation . The total 

thickness cf shales and sandstones averages about 100 feet. About 1145 feet of this 

belongs to the ockcliffe formation 

There is a disconformity between the Oxford and the Rockcliffe which represents 

a period of erosion between the emergence of the Oxford sediments and the subsidence 

C,z. y E ~ 

which preceded the invasion of the sea depositing the Rockcliffe. Like the 

preceding inundation this-invasion came from the east, where also like the preceding 

one Aitexisted for a long time before invading the Ottawa valley. Its long 



duration is indicated by the occurrence in the Champlain valley of more than 

.Spq 
S00 feet of older strata deposited by this invasion Even this is not the whole 

thickness, for there is evidence that the top has been worn off. Like the se= 

Th. 
-t.e sea covered the Ottawa area only 

towards the end of its continental invasion. The rocks indicate comparatively 

near shore conditions. The water apparently became less muddy towards the end 

of the invasion when the few limestones were deposited. Then this sea, a 3 

withdrew. 

The name fiBockcliffe" is taken from Rockcliffe Park, Ottawa, where quite 

a succession of these shales and sandstones is exposed. 

Ottawa, The thick Ottawa limestone formation is medium grey, generally 

little lighter in tone than that of the Oxford formation. The basal beds 

consist of sandy layers, interbedded with shales and containing a few thin 

layers of dark limestone beds. These beds ere succeeded by impure limes :o 

interbedded with shales and a number of thidk beds of rusty weathering A.olo7 _ 

which higher up give place to limestones with a very few shaly partings. :oo It 

260 feet up in the limestones there is a rather abrupt change from limezto^.z- to 

about 25 feet of dark shale and shaly limestone. It is possible that. this 

{ 	disco}-1.4 r 7 ; rZi 
represents/a small cortormi-ty. Thin-bedded limestones and shales follow, the 

shale decreasing towards the top, the limestones becoming thicker-bedded and purer. 

ij.mestones with occasional shaly partings make up the upper part of the 

formation. Near the top the limestones are less pure and weather rubbly where 

exposed. 
r 

The Ottawa formation is approximately 700 feet thick. Of this thickness 
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_.e sandy layers et the base constitute only about 15 feet, though en occ--zienal 

layer of sand occurs as high as 40 feet. The interbedded shale and limestone 

beds with occasional dolomite continue for approximately 100 feet abcve the base 

and the pure limestone beds for another 150 to 160 feet to a point where dark 

shale appears interbedded with thin dark limestone beds. The shales and thin 

limestones continue for about 100 feet, the shales being dominant in the lorer 

25 feet only. Most of the remaining beds, about 355 feet, are thick layers of 

grey limestone, with occasional shale partings. 

• The contact of the Otta~a and the Rockcliffe is difficult to distinguish 

in this region. It is clearer farther down the Ottawa valley where another 

aeevrs !n fee -form 0/7 -e t ✓f,dÿ6 

limestone formation  is wedged between (the Rockcliffe and the Ottawa. It is 

probable that an erosional interval separated the receding of the sea that laid 

the Bockcliffe and the encroachment of the subsequent sea. The invecana, sea in 

which the Ottawa limestone was deposited came from the east and south. It spread 

___across large areas of what is now New York state and'entered eastern Ontario b- 

ray of take Champlain and the St. Lawrence trough. A little to the east of tee 

city it overlapped the margin of the formation which there overlies the aockcl_ffe. 

This margin also contains much shale and sand. These reworked beds are very 

similar to the underlying formation.y In places it moved over the Rockcliffe 

sandstones. A slight change in lithology and a change in the meagre fossil coneent 

i~ recognized where the contact is exposed, but i,t_is indistinguishable in the 

sediments from a well boring. The impure limestones of these basal beds of the 

Ottawa limestones occur as far east as Montreal. The sea gradually became 

deeper. Finally the continent was so far depressed that the sea spread south 

from Hudson Bay as well as up the St. Lawrence trough. Vast areas 



were covered. The great thickness of these limestones would indicate that the 

if is fho ,4yh-t' 

submergence over the Ottawa region must have lasted for a long period. Then 
'n 

the sea again withdrew. 

The formation is called "Ottawa" because of its great development within 

the city of Ottawa. 
• 

Eastview. The Eastview is a brown-weathering dark, almost black limestone, 

generally rather fine-grained with occasional large secondary calcite crystals, 

thick-bedded with shaly partings at the base, becoming thin-bedded with 

considerable interbedded shale at the top. It is only 20 feet in thickness, 

but where exposed it is distinct from the Ottawa below it. It underlies fairly 

and 
large areas beneath the cityy,,is repeated in the "Flats" in the western art 

of the city owing to a faulting down. 

The contact of the Eastview and the Ottawa is not ex: osed anywhere on 

the Ottawa sheet. It is not possible to tell whether it was deposited daring ü. 

shallowing phase of the sea which formed the Ottawa limestone or by a later 

invasion. There are indications in other localities which sugest t.e la•te . 

The formation underlies the village of Eastview, from which its name has 

been taken. 

Billings. The Billings formation is entirely shale, dark brown for 15 or 

20 feet above the base, followed by friable, dark grey almost black shat s. 

The exact thickness of the whole formation is not known but it probably is 

about 215 feet. The thickness of the shale passed through in drilling a well 

will depend upon the location of the well. A large down-faulted block, in 

the central part of the city is covered by these shales and is tilted slightly 



southeast so that the farth-,r in this direction a well is placed, the greater 

the thickness of the shales to be penetrated. The wells in the centre of the 

city, within this faulted block, begin in the lorer brown shales, but those to 

the south and southeast begin in an arenaceous shale which overlies the Billings, 

0 a- 
but does not exist within the .,area here` mapped. 

The position of the contact between the Billings and the Eastview is 

arbitrary. It is placed where the limestone bands Piave practically diszotea ;e. 

The deposition of the Eastview and Billings was continuous but there ras consider-

able Change in depth and probably in the source of the material. The sea -7hich  

deposited both these formations is supposed to have invaded the continent at 

first from the Hudson Bay region. A slight uplift of the region to the north 

of Ottawa and depression of the region to the south made the waters withdraw 

towards Hudson Bay and enter from the Gulf of Mexico. These conditions are 

deduced from the presence of the lower brown shale beds es far north as Baffin-

land and to the south in Ontario, Quebec and Hew York State, and by the occur, e_-:oe 

of the upper beds from the Gulf of Mexico to the southern margin  

:g}11 of the Canadian s'h_ield. or Laurentian upland. They possibly existed 

farther north over the upland. If so they have been worn off. 

THICKNESS OF Tri: FORM T IONS .  

To obtain data on the thie1c ss of the formations an examination ras -made 

of the records of numerous wells within the city of Ottawa, including six deep 

wells: Y.M.C.A., Ottawa Dairy, Dundonald, Capital Brewery, Bradings Brewery ana 

J.R. Booths. These records have been compared with that of the. Carlsbad Spr n s 

wells to the east. 
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The Carlsbad well begins higher ier un in the .geological section th ̂n ? 

of the wells at Ottawa. It consequently shows a more complete section of 

rock. Its depth is 1,920 feet; it reaches but does not pass through_ the 

Nepean sandstone. The thicknesses shown by the borings vary somewhat. :here 

are several reasons for this. Sand is always piled irregularly by raves 

and currents. The same is true of the materials which form shale, though in 

a lesser degree. Again if a fault is the result of pressure instead cf 

tension, the beds nearer it will be pushed into one another. i.e firm 

competent limestones will resist up to a certain point, but the weaker r' ';Iles 

and sandstones will yield and become thicker. Something of this n tur s;:emc 

to have taken place in the vicinity of the Union Station where the Ro _Cliff3 

shales are more than double their normal. thickness. The other formations 

have also been thickened but to a much less degree. In places also the beis 

near a fault may be highly tilted and therefore in a well section et sic.' 

place the beds may appear to be much thicker than they normally are. 

The average thickness of the formations, except the Nepean sandsecnt  

which ranges from a few inches to 2S0 feet in thickness is as follows: 

Billings shale 	  

Eas tvi ew 	  

215 feet 

20 	n 

Ottawa limestone 	 700 " 

Rockcliffe sandstone 	 145 

Oxford dolomite 	 230 " 

March 	  25 " 

1335 " 

Most wells in Ottawa begin in the Ottawa limestone. Only two cf the 

deeper wells began in the shale, and they did not pass through more than r, R 



lower 70 feet of it. Several shallower wells to the south and east of Otta7-a 

passed through a greater thickness of the shale but none of them showed more: 

than a small part of the total tbickness. 

There is another factor to be considered in calculating the pro b::.e 

depths at which a driller may strike any given formation. Some seas invaded 

from the east, and some from the north and west. A sea from the east in its 

invasion and retreat necessarily covered the land to the east for a longer 

time than that to the west. Hence the donosits will be thicker towards the 

east. This is strikingly shown by the comparative thickness of the ^rrford 

dolomite in different regions. It is some thousands of feet thick in the 

Champlain valley, 350 feet thick at Carlsbad east of Ottawa and averages 

250 feet at Ottawa. At the Aerodrome well which lies between Ottawa and 

Carlsbad, and is closer to Ottawa it i.s 275 feat thick. The Ottawa limestone 

ciad soutirNres~ 

on the other hand was deposited in a sea that invaded from the north 	,^est, 

and therefore is thicker towards the west. The duration of the sea depositin 

the Ottawa formation was presumably much longer and its rate cf transgression 

more gradual, for the decrease in thickness of the Ottawa limestone from. ;rest 

to cast is more gradual. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF TEE ROCKS  

The cross section accompanying the man shows some of the conditions that 

exist beneath the surface in the city of Ottawa. The horizontal scale is the 

same as that of the areal map, 2640 feet, or one half mile to the inch. "ne 

vertical scale is 1320 feet to the inch. The section has been worked out by 

means of the logs of drill holes, - end by an examination and mapping of the 



rocks that outcrop along or near the line of section. 

It is evident that a large part of the centre of the city is a down-drocd 

block, bounded on the east by a major fault and on the west by a somewhat carve',1 

fault zone, mrae up of a large fault and a subsidiary one. Numerous other faults 

occur but are not shown on the map or section. The major faults to the east 

and west converge towards the northwest, and diverge towards the southeast, so 

that the part of the block within the city is roughly a truncated triangle. 

The fault on the east cuts the cliff at the east side of Governorts Bay, 

Rockcliffe,and crosses the hillside back of the ski-jump. Tilting of the beds 

on the west side of the fault is evident to the south of the jutting carve of 

the tracks beyond the car-barns. It crosses Springfield road just east of 

Maple Avenue and skirts the rest side of Beechwood ridge. The fault is covered 

by surface deposits on the north side of Ottawa river, but its projection would 

traverse the low-lying land through which flows the stream draining Lea -,v lake. 

The fault to the west of the down-dropped block is first seen in the north 

at Fairy lake. At Val Tetreau, on the north side of Ottawa river, four or five 

small faults lie to the east of the main one and form a fault zone nearly X00 

feet wide. From this place the fault zone crosses Ottawa river and traverses 

Lazy bay on the south side of the river. It is marked by upturned rocks on 

Young street and crosses Carling avenue at the beginning of the rise of Carlin 

avenue hill near the Experimental Farm. It passes through the Farr and crosses 

Rideau river at the railway bridge about one mile west of Billings Bridge. 

From there it curves southeast passing to the east of Hogsback and crossin. the 

Metcalfe road south of Leitrim. This zone of faulting is kilown as the Olouccs b:r 



fault, because it extends across Gloucester tovmsniô. From a. comparison of 

the formations brought against one another as a result of faulting it -nee a _en 

found that the downthrow is on the east side of the fault and incre= . " `_ 

somewhat more than 100 feet at Fairy lake to approximately 1,500 feet t 

Leitrim. 

Close to this fault zone and east of it within the city is another smaller 

fault. Neither of the faults has as great a downthrow as that on the east si'de 

of the city but the two together are equivalent to it. The rocks on the upch.ow 

side axe exposed on Fifth avenue, near Bronson avenue. They form the hill on 

Carling avenue just west of Bronson avenue, and the escarpment in the or of 

a curve that overlooks the '1Flats" . 

In the large down-dropped block between the fault to the east of the ;;it;,►  

and the fault zone to the west there are numerous smaller faults. In the ares 

between Lemieux island and the part of the Ottawa river just east of Philemon 

and Victoria islands there is a very complicated zone. Only certain genexel 

trends of the faulting here are known. One fault crosses from the north of 

Philemon island to the promontory at the end of Kent street. Another occ :rs 

near the Supreme Court building. It crosses Wellington Street and trends 

towards the Central Railway station. It is probable that another fault extends 

along the depression through which Rideau canal enters Ottawa river. lei-444. 

&o 4~~; a ' -'-There are doubtless many other faults. A few have been 

revealed by records of wells which show different levels of the same formation in 

wells which are only a short distance apart, for example, e difference in 

hastier! .11 Yov 	 n 
elevation of thesame formationAis shown ôn the cross section 	the Ottawa Dairy' 

and Dundonald wells. 



In the vicinity of Hogsback brit.e over Rideau river to the rest ow 

the Gloucester fault is another very. complicated faulted region of whtcli 

only the general trends are shown on Map no. • 


